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These . . . children are not separated from their English-
0

g 68 Ic§
CT speaking classmates by . . . walls of brick and mortar, but g t.tW E

[byj the language barrier . . . g 25M',
Decisions in the field of education have frequently paced the

expansion of judicial protection for human rights through this century.
The rights of blacks under the equal protection clause, for example, had
long been governed by an 1896 case concerning segregated public

1=1 transportation. In that case the Supreme Court rejected the proposition
LLEI that "the enforced separation of the two races stamps the colored race

with a badge of inferiority."' and declined to rule that de jury segregation
denied equal protection of the law. Cases broadening the concept of equal
educational opportunity reversed this failure to recognize social and
economic realities in equal protection decisions.' In addition, application
of the due process clause has grown increasingly sensitive to societal
barriers confronting the individual, and here too the Court has paid
special attention to the impact of educational institutions on children.'
As early as 1923, it struck down a restriction on the teaching of modern
foreign languages as an infringement of the liberty "to acquire useful
knowledge."' The Court's sensitivity to social conditions in the
schoolhouse has been followed and reinforced by concern over the
consequences of state activities for disadvantaged citizens in other areas.'

'As this Article went to press, the appellate decision in the Lau v. Nichols case
ditxussed at pp. 58-60 infrawas reversed by the Supreme Court and the case was
remanded for the fashioning of appropriate relief. 42 U.S.L.W. 4165 (U.S. Jan. 22, 1974).
The Court relied solely on the statutory grounds discussed at pp. 62 63 infra. and it gave
no indication of what remedy is required or how it is to be enflirced--by termination of
funding or otherwise.

"Trial Attorney, Equal Employment Opportunity CommissionRegional
litigation Center in San Francisco; A.B. Radcliffe College, 1969; 1.1). Harvard Law
School, 1973.

'Lau v. Nichols, 483 F.2d 805, 806 (9th Cir. 1973) (11ufstedler, J., dissenting from
denial of rehearing en bane).

'Plessy v. Ferguson, 153 U.S. 537, 551 (1896).
'See. e.g., Brown v. Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954) (racially separate schools

are inherently unequal); McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U.S. 637 (1950)
(required separation by race within classroom. library, and cafeteria s impermissible).

'See Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972) (religion); Tinker v. Des Moines ladep.
Community School Dist., 393 U.S. 503 (1969) (speech); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268
U.S. 510 (1925) (liberty to direct the upbringing and education of children).

'Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399 (1923); see p. 88 infra.

'See. e.g., Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371 (1971) (due process requires waiving
court fees for indigent plaintiffs seeking divorce); Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966)

/
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This Article will advance the view that as a result of these
developments constitutional doctrine now requires schools to provide
instruction in the native tongue of non-English speaking children until
they have learned English. It will be argued that equality of educational
opportunityand hence equal protectiondoes not exist when the
instruction provided by the state is incomprehensible to identifiable
groups of children, and that to compel attendance under these conditions
is a deprivation of liberty without due process of law. Before these two
constitutional issues are dealt with in Parts IV and V, the factual and
legal background of the problem will be discussed in Part I, and the
statutory and state constitutional provisions lending support for
affirmative judicial action will be reviewed in Parts II and

I. FACTUAL AND LEGAL BACKGROUND

A. The Consequences of English-only Education

Over five million school-age children in this country come from
non-English speaking homes.' Yet according to the Unitea States Office
of Education, only 112,000 (2.2 percent) of them are receiving assistance
in learning English through bilingual programs.' The rest are thrust into

(a person held in custody must be effectively advised of the privilege against self-
incrimination); Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12 (1956) (equal protection requires waiving
fee for trial transcript necessary to appeal). But see United States v. Kras, 409 U.S. 434
(1973) (bankruptcy fee provisions deny indigents neither due process nor equal protection).

'Office of Education, U.S. Dep't of HEW, Draft: Five Year Plan 1972-77: Bilingual
Education Programs, App. B, Aug. 24, 1971. See also Wall St. J., Dec. 15, 1972, at I,
col. I.

'Only 217 bilingual projects were funded for fiscal year 1972 under Title VII of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA). 20 U.S.C. §§ 880b-880b-4
(1970), as amended. 20 U.S.C.A. §§ 880b -1. 880b-3a, 880b-4 (Pocket Part 1973). They
reached about one out of every forty pupils needing such instruction and meeting the
legislative criteria. Office of Education, U.S. Dep't of HEW, ESEA Title VII Project
Summary, at I, Sept 1972 (by state and project location, giving 1972 grant award and
cumulative total) (unpublished report, made available by Margaret Van Naersson,
Program Officer, Division of Bilingual Education, U.S. Office of Education). Title VU
grants to local school systems amounted to $33 I million in 1972 and the cumulative
funding from 1969 through 1972 was $86.3 million. Twenty-nine states and four territories
conduct bilingual classes under the aegis of Title VII. Id. passim.

Despite the apparent generosity of legislative appropriations, it should be noted that
most bilingual instruction is offered in small, scattered pilot programs. In three states
Arizona. Colorado, and New Mexicoless than one percent of the Mexican-Amencan
student population participate in bilingual programs: in neighboring California and Texas,
the figures are 1.7 percent and 5.0 percent respectively. U.S. Comm'n on Civil Rights, The
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classrooms wht:re they cannot absorb the lessons or assimilate the most
basic of skills.'

That nor, - English speaking children cannot derive educational
benefits from incomprehensible instruction is apparent from the
statistical results of a study made in the Southwest. Almost 16 percent
of the Mexicta- American pupils surveyed repeated first grade in 1969.
The same study resealed that only 6 percent of Anglo students and 8.9
percent of repeated this grade. Grade: repetition figures for fourth
grade were 3.4 percent for Mexican-Americans, 1.6 percent for Anglos,
and 1.8 percent for blacks.'° Predictably, a much greater proportion of
Chicano pupils were two or more years overage for their grades than
were Anglos or blacks. Of the total number of Chicanos, 3.5 percent were
overage in first grade, 6.9 percent in fourth, 9.4 percent in eighth, and
5.5 percent in twelfth. The comparable fif--;,:r:s for black students were
1.2 percent in the first grade, 1.8 percent in fourth, 2.1 percent in eighth,
and 4.4 percent in twelfth; and for Anglo students the statistics were 0.8
percent in first grade, 1.0 percent in fourth, 1.2 percent in eighth, and
1.4 percent in twelfth." Dropout rates demonstrate that public schools

Excluded Student, REPORT 111, MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY 22
(May 1972) [hereinafter cited as REPORT III] Some money from Title I (ESEA), 20
U.S.C. § 241a (1970), as amended, 20 U.S.C.A. § 241a (Pocket Part 1973), state
appropriations. and the Bureau of Indian Affairs also reaches bilingual programs.
Telephone interview with Ronald Hall, Specialist in the Dep't of Compensatory Education,
Office of Education, U.S. Dep't of HEW, Jan. 4, 1473 However, as a result of decentralized
decision-making, the United States Office of Education has no overall data on the amount
of funding from these sources. The one exception is Title I funding of projects for migrant
children since that program is administered from Washington, D.C. For an overview and
evaluation of the Title I Migrant Program with a suggested statute for reform, see
Comment, Strengthening the Title I Migrant Education Program, 10 HARV. J. LEGIS.
41 (1972). Although 51.6 billion in Title I appropriations go to wer 14.000 school districts
each year, Title I officials concede that the "true" bilingual projects are funded under Title
VII. Title I funds either supplement Title VII projects or facilitate programs of lesser scope.
Telephone interview with Ronald Hall, supra.

'Despite legislative encouragement of programs for non-English speaking students,
a recent survey by the United States Commission on Civil Rights showed that
unenlightened attitudes persist among school officials in the Southwest. REPORT III,

upra note 8. It provided evidence, for example, that the use of Spanish in class or on school
premise, is substantially discouraged and sometimes officially prohibited. Id. at 14-16. See
also Kobrick, A Model Act Providing for Transitional Bilingual Education Programs in
Public Schools, 9 HARV. J. LEGIS. 260, 264 (1972) [hereinafter cited as Kobrick] As
recently as October of 1970, a Tefas high school teacher was indicted for conducting his
class in Spanish. REPORT III, supra note 8, at 82. Most districts rely on less stringent
means to enforce "No-Spanish" rules. Id. at 18.

Comm'n on Civil Rights, The Unfinished Education, REPORT II, MEXICAN
AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY 35 (Oct. 1971).

"Id. at 37.
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have less holding nower for Chicanos than for the other 'vo groups. Of
all Mexican-American pupils, 9 percent dropped out by eighth grade,
and 40 percent by twelfth grade; the figures for blacks were 1.5 percent
and 33 percent respectively." Similar patterns ehist for non-English
speaking ethnic groups outside the Southwest."

These toblems of poor performance and non-attendance" are not
attributable solely to the language barrier, but there is an
interrelationship betwe,mi that hurdle and other disadvantages faced by
non-English speaking children. A uniform characteristic of such
children is "self-derogation," and its correlation with low school
achievement makes it difficult to distinguish between ca. ses and effects."
The conventional wisdom has been summed up as follows:

Growing up in a family that has inherited the cycles of
poverty, living in an 'environment that includes failure,
being rejected by society, and being confronted with his

"Id at 11.
In New York City, 170,000 Spanish-speaking childrenpredominantly Puerto

Ricanattend public schools. Nine out of ten possess reading skills well below their grade
level, and si, out of ten who enter high schGol drop out before graduation. Yet only 4.000
currently participate in bilingual programs. Wall St. J.. Dec. 15, 1972, at 1, col. 1. See

also ellaintiffs' Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Defendants Motion to Dismiss at
2, Aspira, Inc. v. Board of Educ.. No. 72 Cis 4002 MEF (S.D.N.Y.. tiled Sept. 20. 1972).
motion to dismiss denied 58 F.R.D. 62 (S.D.N.Y. 1973). Other estimates of the number
of Puerto Rican children in New York City public schools are larger. F-r example,
Kobrick estimated the number at 250,000. Kobrick, supra note 9, at 201.

Similar statistics obtain for San Francisco's Chinesespeasing population. Lau v.
Nichols. Civil No. C-70, 627 LHB (N.D. Cal , May 26, 1970), afrd, 483 F.2d 791 (9th
Cir.), rehearing ell bans' denied, 481 F.26 805. ern granters, Q3 S. Ct. 2786 (1973).
Althoogn a 069 ..urvey by svlux,1 officials estimated that 2,856 Chinese-;peaking pupils
needed sp.., tat instruction in English. defendants admitted that to olurds of them did not
receive it. The otherssupposedly getting "bilingual" instructioneither received
"English II% a Second I.anguage" instruction. see pp 56-57 inlizt. or instruction by
unrn...ed classroom teachers, parents. or Volunteers for an hour a day. Plaintiff,'
Memorandum of Law in Support of a Preliminary Injunction at 3, 15. Lau v. Nichols,
Civil No. C-70. 627 LIM (N.D. Cal.. May 26. 1970)

For an article on all phases of Indian education. see Rosenfelt. Indian School and
Community Control, 25 STAN. L. REV 489 (1973) [hereinafter c ted as Rosenfelt].

It is important to realize that thousands of non-English speaking youngsters never
attend school. The figures are extremely difficult to collect Door-to-door canvassing of
individual households is necessary. and this method is feasible only for small samples. In
one such survey it was discovered t!,at sixty-five percent of the Spanish-speaking children
in a ten-block area of Boston had never even re gistered Kobnck. upra note 9. at 26L
The situation is parti:Jlarly ,enous in areas with large numbers of migrant wrrk.rrs. where
local school officials. parents, and employers have an interest in putting children to %wk.
The Title I Migrant Education Ptograni has alleviated some problem- See note rt supra

'sr. Carter. MEXICAN AMERICANS IN SCHOOL A HISTORY OF
E1)CCA tIONAL NEGLECT 53 (1970) [hereinafter cited as Carter).
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own inadequacies in the schoolin other words, possessing
all the "bad things" of our societythe disadvantaged
pup,' learns to look upon himself with contempt.
Furthermore, his negative attitude of himself is continually
reinforced."

The language barrier in school is one strong reinforcing elemnt, for
"[i]f . . the all-powerful school . . . rejects the mother-tongue of an
entire group of children, it can be expected to affect seriously and
adversely those children's concept of their parents, their homes, and of
themselves. ""

"Bilingual" education programs are a response to this dismal
record. In this approach, a child who speaks little or no English starts
learning is the language he knows best. Instruction in English gradually
increases until the child masters both languages."

The rationale of bilingual education is threefold. Its minimum
contribution is ensuring that the children learn the subject matter being
taught. More importantly, it facilitates the teaching of English so that
instruction may ultimately proceed in that language. Linguistic
anthropologists have known for many years that children reared in one
linguistic environment who learn to read in their native tongue first
subsequently do better work in a second language than those who must
cope with it immediately upon entering school." Finally, bilingual
teaching is considered by educational theorists as "a means toward the
development of a harmonious and positive self-image." It thus helps
to preserve the children's sen e of self-worth and prevent destruction
of their interest in schooling ai the outset.

It is important to emphasize the inadequacy of the most frequently
posed alternative to bilingual education: English as a Second Language
(ESL). ESL Mies on instruction in English for all but a few hours pe.
week and is ineffective because it fails to utilize ability or conceptual

"Id. at 54, quoting K. Johnson. TEACHING THE CULTURALLY
DISADVANTAGED PUPIL. (1966).

11/wrings on S. 428 Before the Special Su&omm. on Bilingual Educatior tithe
Senate Comm. of Labor and Public Welfare, 90th Cong., 'st Sess , at 52 (1967) (statement
of A. Bruce Gaarder) thereinafter cited as Bilingual Ifez.-Ings1

"This definition is adapted from an article in the Wall Stitt( Journal. Dec. 15, 1972,
at 1. col 1.

"See generally testimony of A. Bruce Gaardcr, Chief, Modern Foreign Language
Section. United States Office of Education. in Bilingual ifeanngs, supra note 17, at 46-59.

'John, Horn -r, & Socolos., American Voices, 4 THE CENTER FORUM (1969)
(published by Center foi Ur pan Education. a Regional Education Lab of the Office of
UAW, ation). See also Kobrick, supra note 9.
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u,veloprnent in a native language." it is nonetheless attractive to school
administrators because it requires little change in curricula and less
teacher-training than is ae,!tied fir bilingual teaching. Stated differently,
ESL programs are less ,:ffecti e for non-English speaking children, but
eheaper and easi .1 to develop. Furthermore, the consensus of linguistic
specialists is that a secone, language should be learned in the same
sequence as the first one: hearing, understanding, and speaking first; then
reading and writing." Some ESL nrograms therefore actually exacerbate
the students' problems. The '.)gical sequence of assimilating the
childre !'s own tongue is disruptedsince most ESL curricula
practically exclude native languagesand at the same time the children
are thrust into the English sequence without ever assimilating its earlier
stages. The most pernicious effect is that they are often illiterate in K)th
languages. "

While other compensatory educational programs have been
criticized in such studies as the Coleman Report," there is little dissent
from the proposition that bilingual programs work and that participating
students lean more effectively than those in Englit,h-only classes."

Disregard for the affirmative role that bilingualism can play in
learning is ironic :n light of the country's otherwise grand commitment
to foreign language instruction." It is iii,onsistent to devote so much
attention to developing the language skills of English-speaking students
while dismissing the native competence et* non-English speaking
children.

The policies in fi.vor of bilingual education are dear. Over the past
decade they have been recogrized in cogent legislative and
administrative pronouncements,' and they are now being called to the
attention of courts.

"ESL therefore fails to tap an existing educational resource Educators "have come
to agree that the hest ineautis. especrilly for tit, initial stages of a child's learning. is his
dormant language." T. Andersson & M. Boyer. 1 BILINGUAL SCHOOLING IN THE
USI S FATES 44 (1970) (hereinafter cited a.s Andosson & Boyer!.

"Kobrick. wpm note 9. at 266
"See Iiihngual tlearines, +upri note 17. at 54-55 (statement of A. Bruce nuttier)

See .rho AndersM. & flo)er. supo note 21. at 3
"I Coleman, et a/. EQUAL! I V OF F.DUCATINAt. opPoRiuNrre (1466)
'While teachers in previous eras .iften viewed bilinguansm 45 a "source of mental

confusion. Carter. supra note I at 51. this notion has Ir.ren effecsisely repudiated by a
number of recent studies. One of them. with careful commis fir socimultural facts -s.
found that "bilinguals perform sirnif.cmi:iy letter than monolinguals on both verbal and
non-verbal int tIligence tests. Seseial explanations are suggested as to why h linguals bast
the general intellectual advantage It is argued that they have a language asset, are more
facile at concept formation. and have a greater menta; flexibility. Peal & Lampert. The
Relation of RilingualAin to Itrelligene, 76 PSYCHOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS
GIFNLRAL AND APPLIVO I 11962)

supra note 17. . 54 (statement of A Bruce Gaarder)
sit pp to 6-4 infra
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B Recegt Case Law

Both the recognition of language ability as a basis of discrimination
and the use of bilingual instruction as a remedy appear to be accepted.
In United States v TeAasm a federal district court found that "it is
largeiy" the "ethnically-linked trait" of "cultural incompatibilities" and
"Er;;Iish language deficienc;es" "albeit combined with other factors
such an poverty, malnutrition and the effects of past educational
deprivationwhich account for the identifiability of Mexican-American
students as a group . . . To remedy the unequal treatment of this
group, the court ordered an extensive and detailed plan inclut:ing
bilingual instruction."

What remains unsettled is whether courts will grant this relief
where the state has provided such n group with the same instruction
other children receive but the results are unequal. Two recent cases on
this question have reached apposite conclusions.

The plaintiffs in Lau v. Nichols" were Chinese-speaking children
attending public school in San Francisco. Seeking injunctive and
declaratory relief against school and city officials, they alleged" that the
failure to provide bilingual instrlif:tion :o all non-English speaking
children who needed it violated their rights to an education and to equal
educat;onr1 opportunity under the equal protection, due process, and
"unenumerated rights" provisions of the Federal Constitution and under
the Califor nia constitution's provision for system of common schools."
They also claimed statutory rights under Title VI of t:,e 1964 Civil
Rights Act" and under the California Education Code. A federal district
court in northern California sympathized with the plaintiffs, but
concluded that they were entitled only to "the same education made
available on the same terms and conditions to the other . . ..students
in the San Francisco Unified School District."

"342 F Supp 44 (F. 'J. Tex. 1971), atrd 466 F.2d 518 (5th Cir. 1972i.
"142 F. Sirpp at 2h
"!d. at 2A-38 the: discriminator) impact of a uniform language requitement ssas also

recognised m Yu Cong Eng 1 rinidad, 271 U.S. 500 ( 1926), in which the Supreme Court
struck di %II a Philippine statute requiring all account hook, to be kept m English. Spanish,
or a local dialect It found that the pr, Almon discriminate(' against Chinese businessmen.

at 528
"Lau s Nichol,. OW No C- fO, h27 1.111i 1N.I3 Cal . Ma) 2h, 1970), all'd 481 I; 2d

7t!I 19th Cir 1, rehearing en huh. dented, 481 F 2d $05, crt grant-IL 91S. Ct 278h (1973)
"Complaint, Lau s Nichols, Cisil C'70, 627 Ill (S I) Cal . May 26. 1970).
"CAI 'F CONS!. art IX, § S.
"42 S C §§ 2050d--20000 (1970) For a more detailed discussion of the statute,

see pp b2 -h1 ntr3
"Order. Lau s. Nichols, Cis 11 No C.70, b2. LIM IN I) Cal . Ma) 2h. 1970)

9
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On appeal, the plaintiffs emphasiLed their equal protection claim,
but the Ninth Circuit panel, in an opinion written by Judge Trask,
affirmed the district court's dismissal of the complaint!' The ceurt first
distinguished Brown v Board of Education" and its progeny as cases
concerning illegitimate "affirmative state action" and "de jure
discrimination." It therefore rejected the argument that Brown applied
to a claim that "the school has an affirmative duty to provide [the
disadvantaged student] special assistance to overcome his disabilities,
whatever the origin of those disabilities may be. "" The opinion then
noted cases in which intentional discrimination had been effected
through apparently neutral policies° and found no "such discriminatory
actions" in the case at hand." Nor did the court find a third se: of
decisions, dealing with state activities which "perpetuated the ill effects
of past de jure segregation," to be relevant. Judge Trask then stated
what he saw as the underlying problem with the claim:

Every student brings to the starting line of his educational
career different advantages and disau 'antages caused in
part by social, economic and cultural background, created
arid continued completely apart from any contribution by
the school system. That some of these may he impediments
which can be overcome does not amount to a "denial" by
the Beard of educational opportunities within the meaning
of the Fourteenth Amendment should the Board fail to give
:hem spccial attention, this even though they are
characteristic of a particular ethnic group."

The court recognized that "special attention" to the economic
circumstances of indigent criminal defendants was required to ensure
their access to the judicial system;" but it distinguished the case at hand
on the basis that "the State's use of English as the language of instruction

'483 F.2d 791 (9th Ctr.), relwaring en tuns dented 483 F.2d 805, pert. granted. 93
S. Ct. 2786 (1973).

P347 S. 483 (1954).
"40 F.2d at 794

"IS at 795 '46. cuing. inlet alma, it,nero. Corpti.Cht-hti hider. School 1.)1,t 324

I. Stipp 5144 IS I) tel 19701, alrd in part. modified in part. JuLl remanded. 467 F 2d
14215th Cm 1972). ten Seined. 4.1 S et 3052 (1973)

"481 F 2d at 796
''/i/ at 797, orals, inter JIG,. Gaston Co United NI.tic%, 345 U S 285 (1969), (:U11111

Statc.. 218 t: S 347 (1915) IS at 796
"48; F 2d at 7Y7

.1t7'ex. Mg. .111.1.S1J)Cf OWWO. 404 t S 189 1971). Caitlin 11111.10m

;sl U S 12 119561

1 0
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in its schools is intimately arid properly related to the educational and
socializing purposes for which public schools were established," while
"the ability of a convict to pay a fine or a fee. imposed by the state, or
to pay a lawyer, has iro relationship to the purposes for which the
criminal judicial system exists."" Finally, Judge Trask felt that the
determination of the need fora program us' remedial language instruction
was of such a complex nature and required such policy judgements that
judicial deference was in order."

In dissent, Judge Hill declared that he would recognize a denial of
equal educational opportunity and "remand the case to the .1 court
for the taking of further evidence on defendants' justification, if any, for
their failure to provide the bilingual teaching which plaintiffs seek."'
Arguing that the equal protection clause did apply to the deprivation
at issue, he stated that "the essence of education is communication" and
thai "when [a small child] cannot understand the language employed
in the school, he cannot be said to have an educational opportunity in
any sense.' Because the plaintiffs sought bilingual instruction only in
order to learn English, he characterized the majority's assertion that
English-language instruction was reasonable as a "straw man."" Noting
that the effected classification of an ethnic minority was suspect and
"presumptively illegal,"" Judge Hill stressed that

[o]ne can deal with an apparently neutral and non-
discriminatory statute or scheme which is applied or
enforced without any intent to discriminate (or even
without knowledge that the effect is a discriminatory one)
and still run afoul of the Equal Protection Clause if illegal
discrimination in fact results."

Turning to the burden of justification placed on the state, he said that
the "shoving would necessarily be required to be persuasive in the
extreme." The dissent concluded with a rebuttal of the view that state
action causing the language deficiency was necessary to support the
claim, and an assertion that "No ascribe some fault to a grade school

because of his 'failing to learn the English language' seems both
callous and inaccurate. ""

.14g1 F 2d at 79K
"Id at 794- MX)

eh/ a' AM
"Id
"Id At $112

"Id atKOi
"Id
''Id at scg

at gni

11
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The other major bilingual case to date, Serna v. Porta les Municipal
Schools," was brought on behalf of Spanish-speaking children in a New
Mexico school district. The facts in Sawa indicated that school officials
had made significant commitments to compensatory and bilingual
instructionmore extensive than thoa: of the Lau defendants." Yet
unlike the Ninth Circuit, the district court in Scrna found that the
Spanish - speaking plaintiffs did "not in fact have equal educational
opportunity and that a violation of their constitutional right to equal
protection exists."" The court based its holding on evidence of
dispmportionately low I.Q. scores and general performance in the one
school in the system composed primarily of Spanish-surnamed pupils,"
and on "testimony of educational experts regard:ng the negative impact
upon Spanish-surnamed children when they are placed in a school
atmosphere which does not adequately reflect the educational needs of
this minority."" "State action" was found in "[titre promulgation and
institution of a program . . . which ignores the needs of minority
students."

Both the seriousness of th ; need for bilingual education and the
current judicial division over the constitutionality of English-only
instruction suggest that the issues should be analyzed further," Before
proceeding :9 this analysis, however, it is important to note the statutory
and state constitutional provisions from which the judicial branch may
draw guidance.

4351 F. Supp. 1279 (D.N.M. 1972).
"Id. at 1281.
"Id. at 1282.
"Id at 1281-82.
"Id. at 1282.
"Id. at 1283. Support for this proposition was found in the Tenth Circuit's opinion

in Keyes v. School Dist. No. 1, 445 F.2d 990, 1004 (1971), modified 93 S. Ct. 2686 (1971),
although Sends explanation of the relevance or ICeyes is questionable. In the course of
arguing that neither an imbalance in assignment nor the fact of segregation r:r se
necessanly results in low scholastic achievement, the Tenth Circuit stated that even a
completely integrated setting does not resolve the problem if the schooling is not directed
to the specialized needs of children coming from low socio-economic and minority racial
and ethnic backgrounds. 445 F.2d at 1004. Plc court did not say that a curriculum not
tailored to thetr educational and social needs," 351 F. Supp. at 1282, quoting 445 F.2d
at 1004, was a violation of the equal protection clause.

in addition to the imminence of a Supreme Court decision in Lau as this Article
goes to press, a class action which would extend the Serna result to New York City's Puerto
Rican students is also pending. Aspra, Inc v. Board of Educ., No. 72 Coe. 4002 MEI',
(S D N Y., filed Sept. 20, 1972), motion to disnms dented. 58 F.R.D. 62 (S.D.N.Y 1973).
A bilingual claim was made in Morales v. Shannon, 41 U S I. W. 2451 (W.D. Tex., Feb
11. 1973). but the court simply followe-I Lau without elaboration.

12
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II. STATUTORY 3ASES FOR DILINGUAL
EDUCATION CLAIMS

There are two ways in which courts can employ the relevant federal
and state statutes: first, as bases for finding rights and duties established
by the legislature, and second, as legislative interpretation of the
Constitution's demands.

A. Statutory Construction

Two federal statutes are of principal importance in this area. The
first is Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
(ESEA)." This act gives financial assistance to local educational agencies
to develop bilingual curricula, programs designed to familiarize students
with their history and culture, and plans for closer cooperation between
school and home." The implementing provisions of the ESEA depend
upon voluntary action by state governments," however; and unless a
state legislature requires ail . fricial to apply for these funds, litigants
cannot rely on this statute.

The second federal provision of significance is Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964." In broad terms, it proscribes discrimination in
federally-assisted programs and activities, and the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) has issued detailed regulations
to implement this mandate." Under these provisions, no school system
administering a federally-funded program may employ criteria or
methods of administration which have the effect of defeating the
objectives of the program with respect to individuals if a particular
national origin." In 1970, HEW issued a memorandum applying this

6'20 U.S.C. §§ 880b-880b-5 (1970), as amended, 20 U.S §§ 880b1, 8801,3a,
880b-4, 880b5 (Pocket Part 1973). This Act wai the subject of extensive Irg:slative
hearings. Bilingual Hearings, suprs note 17.

"Some monies for bilingual programs have also been allocated through Title of the
ESEAthe general provision for compensatory education. 20 U.S.C. § 241a (1970), as
amended, 20 U.S.C.A. § 241a (Pocket Part 1973).

"Appropriations are authorized for federal matching of state funds for specified types
of programs if proper application ts made to the Commissioner of Education. The
Commissioner may also give funds to the Secretary of the Intenor for bilingual education
for Indian children. See 20 U.S.C. §§ 880b1-880b-4 (1970), as amended, 20 U.S.C.A.
§§ 880b -I. 880b-3a, 8301,-4 (Pocket Part 1973).

Plaintiffs in the Aspira case expressly disclaimed a right to receive federal funds.
Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss at I', Aspira, Ins
v. Board of Educ., No. 72 Civ. 4002 MEE, (S.D.N.Y.. filed Sept. 20, 1972), motion to
dismiss denied, 58 F.R.D. (S.D.N.Y. 1973).

"42 U.S.C. §§ 2000d-2000d-4 (1970).
"45 C E R Pt. 80 (1972)
"45 § 80.3(b)(2) (1972).

13
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standaai to the problem of providing equal educational opportunity for
national -origin minority grcup children deficient in English language
skills." The memorandum directed: (1) that affirmative steps be taken
by state schools to include such children in normal educational
processes; (2) that no classification of such children as mentally retarded,
nor any exclusion of them from college preparatory courses, be effected
on any basis directly related to language skills; (3) that remedial
"trading" of such children be permitted on a temporary basis only; and
(4) 'hat, where necessary, notices be issued to their parents iii the parents'
native language. This legislatively based mandate may make it
unnecebsary to reach constitutional questions where special language
instruction for a national-origin minority group is denied in a federally-
assisted educational institution.

The Act provides that Iclompliance with any requirement
adopted" to carry out Title VI may be effected" by termination of
funding or other means authorized by law, provided that an attempt to
secure voluntary compliance is made first." In the recent case of Adams
v. Richardson," the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit held that such an attempt does not relieve HEW of responsibility
to enforce the statute if voluntary acqu;escence is not forthcoming, and
laj consistent failure to do so is a dereliction of duty reviewable in the
courts."" This decision therefore allows private litigants to enforce Title
VI and regulations thereunder by suing the Department; previous
attempts to sue HEW or the offending school districts have met only
limited success."

"35 Fed. Reg 11595 (1970).
"42 U.S.C. § 2000d-1 (1970).
"480 F.2d 1159 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (en ham), modifying in part and arsper curiam

351 F. Supp. 636 (D.D.C. 1972) and 356 F. Supp. Q2 (D.D.C. 1973).
"480 F.2d at 1163. Distinguishing this case from decisions on prosecutorial discretion,

the court stated: "It is one thing to say the Justice Department lacks the resources neces.iry
to locate and prosecute every civil rights violator; it is quite another to say HEW may
affirmatively continue to channel federal funds to defaulting schools." Id. at 1162.

''Prior to Adams, it had been held that private litigants might challenge the decision
of HEW to continue or terminate funding, but only when a decision had been made
following a hearing. Compare Hicks v. Weaver, 302 F. Supp. 619, 620-21 (E.D. La. 1969)
(HUD public housing case allowing private challenge to agency action), with Taylor v.
Cohen, 405 F.2d 277, 281 (4th Cir. 1968), and Linker v. Unified School Dist. No. 259,
344 F. Supp. 1187, 1201-02 (D. Kan. 1972) (HEW educational funding cases refusing to
allow white plaintiffs to interrupt agency negotiations with school board). Taylor and
Linker may be distinguished from Adams and Hicks as attempts to impede agency
enforcement of anti-discrimination provisions, as opposed to attempts to compel agency
enforcement of such provisions.

Several cases support the proposition that private litigants have standing as "third
party beneficiaries" to sue the recipients of HEW funding. E.g., Lemon v Bossier Parish
School Bd., 240 F. Supp. 709, 713-15 (W.D. La.), motion /Or rehearing denied, 240 F.
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In addition to federal statutes, there is a wealth of material in every
state code on state obligations with respect to public education. Several
state legislatures have initiated comprehensive programs for
handicapped, disabled, mentally disturbed, or otherwise disadvantaged
children." Since 1968, eleven states have passed laws specifically
permitting school districts to provide bilingual instruction," and one
stateMassachusettshas required school districts to do so." In some
states, moreover, statutory provisions should be viewed against the
backdrop of affirmative obligations in the state constitutions, which are
discussed below in Part III of this Article."

B. Statutes As Sources of Constitutional Rights

Since Katzenbach v. Morgan" was decided in 1966, there has been
speculation about the extent to which branches of the government other
than the judiciary may interpret the Constitution in ways which are
binding on, or at least highly persuasive to, the courts. In particular,
interest has focused on whether Congress or the executive may enforce
the equal protection clause by placing tighter restrictions on the states
than judicial interpretations have demanded." The Morgan Court
upheld congressional power to pass a statute intended to secure
fourteenth amendment rights as construed by Congress. The legislation
in question prohibited application of an English literacy requirement for
voting to persons educated in an American school using a classroom

Supp. 743 (1965), afTd, 370 F.2d 847, 850, 851-52 (5th Cir.), cert. denied. 388 U.S. 911
(1967); seeColeman v. Humphreys County Memorial Hosp., 55 F.R D. 507, 510-11 (N.D.
Miss. 1972). Contra, Green St. Ass'n v. Daley. 373 F.2d I, 8-9 (7th Cir.), cert. denied.
387 U.S. 932 (1967).

In Lau v. Nichols, 483 F.2d 791 (9th Cir.), rehearing en ban denied, 483 F.2d 805,
cert. granted, 93 S. Ct. 2786 (1973), a private claim under Title VI was rejected because
plaintiffs had not shown the affirmative denial of a benefit. 483 F.2d at 794 n.6. The
standing of plaintiffs to raise the issue as "third party beneficianes" was not questioned.

"See generally StateFederal Cleannghouse for Exceptional Children, TRENDS IN
STATE LEGISLATION FOR THE EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
(1972); Abeson, Movement and Momentum: Government and the Education of
Ilandicapprvi Children, 3) EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 63 (1972); Weintraub &
Abeson, Appropriate Education All Handicapped Children: A Growing issue. 23
SYRACUSE L. REV. 1037, 1051 (1972).

"Kobnck, supra note 9, at 269.
"MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 71A (Supp. 1973). This chapter prov.des that

wherever twenty or more children of limited E.nghshspeaking ability, who speak a
common native language, reside in a local school district, that district must provide
fulltime bilingual programs for each such language group

"See pp. 66-71 infra.
'184 U.S 641 (1966).
"See. eg . Cox, The Supreme Court, 1965 Term, Fore4 i)rd: Cmixtitutional

Adjudication and the Promotion of Human Rights. 80 HARV. L. RLV. 91 (1966).
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language other than English." Although the majority declined to state
whether or not the Court itself would find such application of a literacy
requirement a denial of equal protection, the opinion suggests that courts
should respect a legislative determination of this nature."

The federal statutory provisions for bilingual education are not
expressly intended to carry out the fourteenth amendment, but their
enactment demonstrates Congress' determination that lack of necessary
language instruction is a crippling problem for children of certain ethnic
and cultural backgrounds. This finding, and the congressional and HEW
actions pursuant thereto, may suggest that bilingual instruction is a
sufficiently important ingredient of equal opportunity that the
Constitution requires it."

One commentator has suggested that if a court utilizes
congressional and administrative actions in this manner, the "process
may be interpreted as the judiciary's seizing upon a legislative initiative
which it could not, within separation-of-powers constraints, have
compelled in spite of felt claims of right, for the purpose of thenceforth
securing and expanding the fulfillment of such claims.' As one example
of such interaction, the treatment of statutory entitlements as "mere
privileges" has been rejected by recent cases recognizing significant
property interests in benefits voted by the legislature." Thus, in applying
the due process clause in Goldberg v. Kelly," the Supreme Court held
that welfare benefits could not be terminated without a prior hearing."
Legislative action such as that at issue in Goldberg may not only create
interests requiring due process protection but also strengthen the
argument that a court should find the benefit to be among those
minimum rights which the Constitution secures. At the least, judges
should not feel politically adventuresome in declaring such interests to
be of constitutional stature if other departments of government have
thought it wise and practicable as a matter of policy to foster them."

"42 U.S.C. § 1973b(e) (1970).
'3)44 L' S. at 652 -56. But see Oregon s Mitchell. VI) U S 112 (1970).
"See Michelinan, In Pursuit of Constitutional Welfare Rights: One View of Rawls'

Iheors of Justice. 121 U. PA I.. REV 962, 1013 (1973) thereinafter cited as 14'eitare
Rights]

"Id. at 1014
"Fg.. Bell s Burson. 402 U S 515. 539 (1971). Goldberg s Kelly, 397 U S. 254

(1970)

"397 U.S 254 (1970)
"Id at 264.
"There are at least two reasons why legislatise and executise enactments deserse

attention and deference from courts First, although the Judiciary may be charged with
a special duty to interpret the Constitution. all the branches has., a coequal duty to uphold
it. esen on questions of lass. the considered Judgment of the other branches carries great
intellectualand, as a pragmatic matter. politicalweight Second. deference should be
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It may be argued that such reliance by the courts would deter
legislators from acting for fear that their enactments will be mistaken
for constitutional interpretations. The legislature is, however, always free
to qualify its actions in order to limit their effect, and it is not expected
that courts will be overzealous in weaving constitutional requirements
out of legislative and executive actions.

III. THE RIGHT UNDER STATE CONSTITUTIONS

In addition to the uses of statutory provisions discussed in Part II,
other grounds for bilingual education claimsshort of federal
constitutional interpretations yet potentially supporting themmay be
found in state constitutions. Indeed, as stated by the Supreme Court of
New Jersey in a recent school financing case, "a State Constitution could
be more demanding" than federal provisions." A stricter standard of
equal educational opportunity could result, for example, from
interpretation of the state's version of the equal protection clause." More
likely, as in the New Jersey case, it would stern from a specific state
constitutional provision for public education." Many of the state
provisions are similarly phrased, and they may be categorized into four
groups.

accorded the peculiar institutional competences of the legislature and executive to analyze
and digest a wide range of data and reach broadbased conclusions of tact not attainable
through the ordinary judicial caseand-controversy process. Where those branches have
dearly determined that educational deprivation suffered by non-English speaking school
children as a result of language barriers is a widespread and serious threat to citizen
derelopment, and hare determined as a matter of fact that present state school programs
are inadequate in this respect. there is less need for a court to rest its own decisions on
what might be a "possible" or "rational" system under the Constitution.

The opinion has been expressed that taking advantage of federal assistance should
increase a state's affirmative duty to ensure the protection of constitutional rights. Sec
l'nited States r Texas, 330 F. Supp. 235. 250 (E.D. Tex.). remedy modified. 447 F.2d
441 (5th Cir. 1971). There have been some excellent zialyses of statutory clannsand
the appropriate judicial responsesin cases where plaintiffs' standing was challenged. E.g.,

Norwalk CORE s Norwalk Redevelopment Agency, 395 F 2d 920 (2d Cir. 1968).
"Robinson s Cahill. 62 N.1 471, 490, 303 A 2d 273 282 (1973). cert. denied. Dickey

s Robinson. 42 U.S 1. W 3237, 3246 (U S Oct 23. 1973)
'In Serrano s Priest, 5 Cal. 3J 584, 487 P 2d 1241, % ( 11 Rptr. 601 (1971), decided

before the Supreme Court upheld Texas's system of school finance against an equal
protection challenge in San Antonio indep School Dist s Rodriguez. 411 U.S 1 (1971).

the California Supreme Court held that the state's system of educational funding violated
the equal protection guarantees of both the federal and state constitutions ..Ver also Milliken

tirreti. 384 Mich I. 201 N W.2d 457 (1472). reheating iyanted. 41 U.S I W 2424
(5.11,11 Sup Ct . Feb 13, 1473)

"See Robm.ott s Cahill. 62 N 1 471. 511-21. 1W A 2t1 271, 244 Yti (1973). cat
dented. Dickeys Robinson, 42 U S 1. W 3237. 3246 (US Oct 21, I971)

17
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A. "Weak" Provisions

The first group consists of state constitutions with "weak"
provisions: those with an explicit but unelaborated commitment. New
York's clause fits in thi category, providing simply that "Nile
Legislature shall provide for the maintenance and support of a system
of free common schools, wherein all the children of this State may be
educated."' The Connecticut constitution states, similarly, that "[t]here
shall always be free public elementary and secondary schools in the state.
The General Assembly shall implement this principle by appropriate
legislation.' The education clauses in the Alabama, Kansas, and
Oklahoma constitutions are almost identical to Connecticut's." Those
of Alaska, Hawaii, and Utah have only added a proscription against
"sectarian control."' North Carolina's provision speaks in terms of
forever encouraging the means of education, and Vermont's is similar."
South Carolina's constitution apparently lacks an explicit mandate,
although it establishes a Board of Education and Superintendency of
Public Instruction."

Despite the simplicity of these provisions, they are substantive state
obligations written in the most fundamental body of state law. A
Connecticut court recently held that the state's constitutional
commitment to education provided the basis for a suit on behalf of
children deprived of the "full benefits" of state schooling." And a federal
court has held that New York's constitution guaranteed all children a
"valuable right to a public school education" which should not be
"invaded or denied . . . without the proper safeguards of procedural
fairness. ""

B. "Thorough and Efficient Systems"

The next category includes at least a dozen state constitutions which
require the "maintenance and support of a thorough and efficient system

CONST. art. XI. § 1.
CONN CONS-I art VIII. § 1.
"ALA. CONST. art. 14, *256: KAN. CONST. art. 6, § 1; OKLA. CONST. art. XIII.

§ I .1 he Alabama constitution does, however. retain a reference to state aid for racially
segregated schools

"ALAS. CONST. art. VII, § I. HAWAII CONST art 9, § I. UTAH CONST. art
x. §I

"N C CONST. art. 9, § 1; VT. CONST. ch. 2, § 64.
"S C CONST art. XI. § 1.
"Sherman v Kemish, 29 Conn Sup. 198. 279 A 2d 571 (Super. Ct.), application for

eveulled appeal denied. 161 Conn. 564, 287 A.2d 739 (1971).
"Madera s. Board of Educ , 267 F. Supp 356, 371 (S.D N V.), re Jon other gmuntA,

386 F .!i.1 773 (2d Or 1967). yea denied. 390 S 1028 (1968). flat see Serrano v. Priest,
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of free public schools."" Some contain such additional words as "general,
uniform, and thorough."" The utility of such provisions for equal
education litigants was demonstrated by the New Jersey Suprem,-;
Court's reliance on a like clause in that state's constitution to invalidate
an uneven system of school financing." "Mt may be doubted that the
thorough and efficient system of schools required by the 1875

amendment can realistically be met by reliance on local taxation," the
court concluded, for "[title discordant correlations between the
educational needs of the school districts and their respective tax bases
suggest any such effort would likely fail . . ."'"

C. "All Suitable Means" and Purposive Preambles

The third group of state constitutional provisions is quite close to
the second, but two characteristics make the textual commitment to
education stronger. One feature is tne appendage of additional mandates
to the "thorough and efficient" language. For example, in South Dakota
the legislature is required "to adopt all suitable means to secure to the
people the advantages and opportunities of education."'" California,
Indiana, and Nevada also append "all suitable means" clauses to their
provisions for a program of public schools,'" and the constitutions of
Rhode Island and Wyoming contain comparable phrases."1

Preambles in this third group of constitutions further strengthen
claims for equal educational opportunities. Some emphasize the
relationship between education and the exercise of basic rights," lending

5 Cal. 3d 584, 487 P.2d 1241, 96 Cal. Rptr. 601 (1971) (provision for "a system cf common
schools" held not to require uniform educational expenditures).

''N.J. CONST. art. VIII, § 4. The following contain similar provisions: COLO.
CONST. art. IX. § 2; FLA. CONST. art. 9, § I (in addition to requiring a "uniform system"
of schixils, this section calls for "other . . programs that the needs of the people may
require"); IDAHO CONST. art. IX. § I; MD. CONST. art. VIII. § 1; MINN. CONST.
art. VIII. § I ("general and uniform"); MONT. CONST. art. XI. §1 ("general, uniform.
and thorough"). OHIO CONST. art. VI, § 2 ("thorough and efficient"); PA. CONST. art.
III. § 14; TEX. CONST. art. VII. § I; VA. CONST. art. VIII. § I; W. VA. CONST. art.
XII. § I

"IDAHO CONST. art. IX, § I; .see note 97 supra.
"Robinson s Cahill. 62 N.J 473, 303 A 2d 273 (1973). cert. denied. Dickey v.

Robinson, 42 U.S.L.W. 3237, 3246 (L.,' S. Oct. 23, 1973).
'"62 N J. at 520, 303 A.2d at 297
"IS D. CONS r art. VIII, § I.
'CAL. CONST. art. IX, § I, IND. CONST. art 8, y I: NEV. CONST. art. XI, § I.

CONST. art. XII. § 1, WYO. CONST. art. VII, § I

Set, e.g., ARK. CONST. a..t. XIV. § I "Intelligence and virtue being the safeguards

of liberty and he bulwark of a free and good government, the State shall ever maintain
a general, suitable and efficient system of free public schools . " See alto CAL. CONST
art. IX. § 1. "A general diffusion of knowledge and intelligence being essential to the

1 9
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support to an argument that 3Chr)a! programs may be subjected to close
judicial scrutiny in order to safeguard fundattiental liberties.'" Preambles
of other constitutions mate direct commitments to the equalization cf
educational opportunity.'"

D. "Paramount" and Specific Duties

Provisions in a fourth catczoi y declare such obligations more
forcefully and explicitly. They include mandates at least as strong as the
following from the Washington state co.istitution: "It is the paramount
dutyof the state to make ample provision for the education of all children
residing within its borders without distinction or preference on account
of race, color, caste or sex."" Others that read in terms of a
"paramount," "fundamental," or "primary" duty are Georgia, Illinois,
;a*, pp.;:higan.10' Some constitutions in this category include more
specific language. New Mexico's provision, for example, requires that
the legislature

shall provide for the training of teachers . . so that they
may become proficient in both the English and Spanish
languages, to qualify them to teach Spanish-speaking
pupils and students in the public schools and educational
institutions of the state, and shall provide proper means
and methods to facilitate the teaching of the English
language and other branches of 'earning to such pupils and
students.'"

A subsequent section prohibits the segregation of children of Spanish
ancestry and calls for "perfect equality."'

Some states which did not make such explicit commitments in their
former provisions for a school system have recently added them. Thus,
Illinois has provided that "[a] fundamental goal of the State is the
educational development of all persons to the limit of their capacities.

preservation of tl.e rights and liberties of the people. the Legislature shall encourage by
all suitable means, the promotion of intellectual . . improvement."

'See p. K S infra.
"'MASS CONST., ch 5, § 2: "Wisdom and knowledge. as well as virtue . depend

on spreading the opportunities and advantages of education ... among the different orders
of the people . See also TENN CONST. art. XI, § 12, for a similar preamble. with
the exception that it authorizes racially segregated sch(mls.

'WASH CONST. art. IX. § I (emphasis added)
"'GA CONST. art VIII, § I : ILL. CONST. art. X, § I. MICH. CONST. art. VIII.

§§ I. 2 Georgia. however. still retains a racial separation clause.
1"N M. CONST art XII. § 8
"6/4/ § 10.

20
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The State shall provide for an efficient syst,:m of high quality public
educa'ional institutions and services. " "' Atid Michigan now requires
illiot "[:Institutions, programs, and services for the care, treatment,
education, or rehabilitation or those inhabitants who are physically,
mentally cir otherwise scrim* handicapped shall always be fostered and
supported.""s

E General Issues in the Utilization of State
CinistilutiOnal Provisions

It Li possible that the constitutional provisions in all four categories
were drafted not to create any "rights to education," but rather to declare
the enlightened self-interest of the polity as b whole in a well-trained
or well-socialized citizenry.' The individual beneficiaries could not then
claim any state duty to educate them.

In fact, however, such provisions have been read to permit such
claims by private individuals. A century ago, the California Supreme
Court noted the state constitution's pio.rision for a syste-.. of common
schools and declared that

[t]he advantage or benefit thereby vouchsafed to each child,
of attending a public school is, therefore, one derived and
secured to it unc;er the highest sanction of positive law.
Jt is . . . a tight, a legal right . . . and as such i: is

protected . . . by all the guarantees by which other legal
rights are protected. . "

More recently, a group of citizens ;ncluding residents, taxpayers, and
municipal officers brought the suit in which the New Jersey Supreme
Court relied upon the "thorough and efficient" clause of the New Jersey
constitution as the ground for invalidating the state's school financing

CONST. art. X, § 1 (emphasis added). t he Committee on Education explained
the purposes of the new wording as follows: The educational enterprise greatly benefits
the individuals whose vocational skills are enhanced, whine cultural lesels are lifted, and
*hose abilities for useful sersice are enlarged . Further. the objecose that all persons
be educated to the limits of their capacities would require expansion beyond traditional
public school programs " Comment following ILL. CONST. art. X, § I (SmithFlursi
1971:, quii(,ne Committee on Education

"'MICH CONST an VIII, § 8 Michigan's clause represents a change from an
earlier sermon uhich referred only to "deaf. dumb, blind, and feeble-minded or insane
the recision was needed because the presious clause was "too restnctive in scope."
Comment following MICA CONST art VIII, § R (1 Rice eu 1965)

"Consersat.on with Prof Frank Michelman in his constitutional law seminar at
liars ard LaVs SC11(101. May 2, 1973

'"WArst s Flood. 48 Cal 36, 10 (1874) See tho Millers Dailey, 136 Cal 212, 61i
P 1029 11902), Tapes Hurley, 66 Cal 473. 6 P 129 (1883)

21
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system.'" It thus appears that litigants may point to state constitutional
provisions in arguing that the state has an affirmative obligation to
educate its citizens.

In the absence of express commitments, however, it may be argued
that claims based on state constitutions alone will not induce the courts
to order "effective" education for all disadvantaged groups."' In this
view, the normal reeding of state clauses will be that the majority of
citizens must be satisfied and that all children must have a right of access.
However, the fact that a substantial number of states have raised some
form of affirmative obligation to constitutional status should make
courts more receptive to federal constitutional claims than they would
he without such mandates for guidance. Unlike the Supreme Court's
abortion decision,'" for example, a court need not overturn the basic
policies of the other tier of the federal system is the process of upholding
a claim for bilingual education under the relevant federal provisions.
Whether the courts should in fact uphold such a claim depends upon
the applicability of the equal protection and due process clauses.

IV. FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS:
EQUAL PROTECTION

A. E,stablishing Discrimination

The first major problem in building the equal protection argument
for bilingual education is to trigger application of a theory of equality
that focuses on the consequences rather than on the intent or structure
of g ivernmental activity. For the inequality of an Englishonly
educational program is in the consequence of offering identical
instruction to children with differing linguistic ability to absorb it. The
effect is to give something useful to those who can speak English while
giving little or nothing of worth to those who cannot. Traditionally, the
courts have found a denial of equal protection of the laws only where
the state has made different provisions for similarly situated citizens
without adequate justification."' The doctrine has been applied to covert

"Itohinvon v Cahill. 62 N 1 473. 303 A 2d 273 (19731. cert dented. Dickey
Robin...in. 42 U S I. W 3247, 3246 (U 5 Oct 23. 1973)

"Well:ire Rights. supra note $0, at 1011.
"Roe v Wade, 410 U S 113 (1973)
"See es. Dunn v Blunitein. 405 t: s 310 (1972)(voter reghtration open only to

citircris meeting durational remciency requirement). !.evy v Louiviar.a, 391 U S 6 (19611)
(wrongful death damage% avallahle only to legitimate children of de.....avedi. \'ick Wo v
Hopkin%. 118 S 356 (1886)(laundry licerivel denies ro Crunese but not non-Chineve
applicant%) See general, Deelopments in the Ptestton. $2 tiAR V 1.

REV 1065, 117G-77 4.9691 (hereinafter cited as Deelopments--Liudl Pr,vet.noni
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as well as explicit line-drawing.'" Rut only in relatively recent decisions
has attention been directed to the different conseqi ences of state activity
where no differentiation in provisions is made and there is no evidence
of wrongful discriminatory intent. !t is not questioned that the
government can discriminate among citizens according to individual
characteristics, such as language ability, when it has a rational
justification for doing so.'" But the circumstances in which the equal
protection clause compels it to do so remain to be precisely defined. "'
The firs: stage of an equal protection case for bilingual education thus
requires (1) the articulation of a particular theory of equality, (2) a
demonstration chat this thewy has been recognized by the Supreme
Court, and (3) an explanation of this recognition which supports
extending it to the case at issue. The argument can then proceed to the
second principal hurdle, determining and applying appropriate
standards of judicial review.

I. The Proportional or Consequential Theory of Equalie

It is important to delineate the concept of equality that underlies
traditional applications of equal protection doctrine. The implication in
this body of case law is that the equal protection guarantee is satisfied
if everyone receives an identical quantity of some benefit or suffers a
quantitatively identical burden.'" Thus if the state were to giv: each
citizen five dollars a year, it would be said that the law was protecting
all citizens equally. A similar conclusion would be reached if the
legislature were to charge each applicant a fee of five dollars to obtain
a governmental service.'"

From this perspective, none of the children in a classroom where
all receive one course of instruction from one teacher could suffer a

See Hill s 1 exas. 316 t' S 400 (1912) (juror selection). Vick %V° s Hopkins. 1 Ile
t S 356 t laX6) (1:ilindr) licenses)

Ileselopments--1:4ual Pisues.tron, supra note I III, at 1177.
'See pp 74-7X infra "1 hr State ma) has e a moral obligation to eliminate the esils

of posert) but it is not required h) the Equal Protection Clause ti; gise to some a hateser
others can afford Douglas s California. 372 t' S 351,162 (1963) (Harlan. J , dissenting)

his section is adapted dirteel) from VorlopmenitEqual Protection, supra note
x. at I I Sy

"Lser) financial exaction which the State imposes on a uniform basis is more easily
satisfied h) the sselltodo than h) the indigent Yet I take it that no one would dispute
the constitutional power of the State to lest' a uniform sales tax. to charge tuition al a
state ulmer.it). to fas rates for the purchase of water from a municipal corporation. to
impost a standard line for criminal siolations, or to establish minimum hail for sarious
.ategories of offenses Douglas s California. 372 U S 351,361-62 (1963) (Harlan. 1
dissenting)

'"See Deselopmems Equal Proms.tron, supra note 11a. at 1165-66.1171-72

7
4.
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denial of equal protection. The governmental output for each student
is not only similar to that for all the others; it is the very same. An equal
protection claim here is susceptible to the same criticism articulated by
Justice Harlan in hi dissent in Griffin v. Illinois.' That case held that
the cost of trial transcripts required for an appeal must be waived for
indigent criminal defendants. In Justice Harlan's view,

[t]he Court thus holds that ... the Equal Protection Clause
imposes on the States an affirmative duty to lift the handi-
caps flowing from differences in economic [linguistic]
circumstances. That holding produces the anomalous
result that a constitutional admonition to the States to treat
all persons equally means in this instance that Illinois must
give to some what it requires others to pay for [learn
themselves]. Granting that such a classification would be
reasonable, it does not follow that a State's failure to make
it can be regarded as discrimination. It may as accurately
be said that the real issue in this case is not whether Illinois
has discriminated but whether it has a duty to
discriminate.'

There is, however, a coherent alternative theory of equal protection
according to which Illinois had indeed discriminated.'" This theory
recognizes that as long as human characteristics are infinitely variable,
no course of action or process can affect all men equally in .111 respects..
The "numerical "'' theory set out above tests for equality by focusing
upon the structure of the government's distribution of benefits or
burdens. This test is appropriate if all men are to be regarded us identical
units. The alternative "proportional" equality"' focuses upon the
consequences of a governmental program or procedure in light of its
goal. Thus a program for distributing tickets to entertainment events that
achieved the consequenceof satisfying everyone's interests equally would
necessarily treat citizens unequally with respect to monetary value
conferred, size of the event offered, and indeed all other characteristics.
On the other hand, a program that yielded the structural output of one
ballet ticket for each citizen would not equally satisfy individual
interests, but would be equal otherwise. The formal theory thus
essentially disregards differences among individuals, while the
consequential theory takes differences relevant to a program's goal into
account.

'1'351 U S I. (1956)
'Id at 34-33 (Harlan. I dissenttng).
DoelopmenhEqual Protection. supra note 118. at 1166-64

'Id at 1165
"Id at 1166
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There is nothilig inherent in the phrasing of the fourteenth
amendment that compels adoption of one or the otner theory."° Equal
"protection" would seem to imply more than equal "application" or a
wooden "uniformity" in the administration of the laws. It is true that
the clause does hot guarantee equal protection absolutely, but only equal
treatment at the hands of the law. But it is not implausible to suggest
that this requirement may sometimes extend to the consequences of
government activity, and thus in effect guarantee "equal impact of the
law." To meet this standard of equality the state may indeed have to
adjust its; program of burdens and benefits to the differing needs of
individuals.

2. Adoption of the Proportional Theory

The Supreme Court has adopted the proportional or consequential
theory in four kinds of cases."' Beginning with Griffin v. Illinois" in
1956, certain structurally neutral procedures for obtaining appellate
review of criminal convictions have been held unconstitutional because
of the unequal consequences they produced. In Griffin, for example,
presentation of a bill of exceptions or a report of the trial proceedings
was necessary in order to take an appeal, and all but those convicted

"Id at 1068-69 "Discrinunatory treatment is not constitutionally impernussible,
they say. because all children are offered the same educational fare, i.e., equal treatment
of unequal. satisfies the demands of equal protection. The Equal Protection Clause is not
s() feeble Insidious discrimination is not washed away because the able bodied and the
paraplegic are given the same state command to walk.... The great equal protection cases
cannot be shnselled to the site the majority opinion has pretcnbed." Lau v. Nichols, 483
I. 2d 805. X06-07 (9th Cir 1973) (Ilufstedler, I , dissenting from denial of reheanng en
bane) Hut sec Michelman, The Supreme Court, /o68 Term. Foreword: On Protecting
rise Poor Through the Fourteenth Amendment. 33 I1ARV t. REV. 7 (1969) [hereinafter
cited as Protecting the Awl 'Win shaping the statement of our claim so as to fit it ft;
the lt,tinon% of the equal protection clause. or must find an 'inequality' to complain about,
and the ono inequality turns tun to he that some persons, lets than all, are suffenng from
'mink% to satisl; certain 'hash° %sant% to hich presumably are felt ki all alike. But if we
define the inequality that way, we can hardly as oid admitting that the injury consists more
essentially of deprisation than of discrimination. that the elite accordingly lies more in
prosision than in equalliation. and th .t the reality of injury and the need for cure are to
hr determined largely ssithout reference to whether the complainant's predicament is
somehow s isibl) related to past or current gosernmental it Id. at 13 (emphasis in
original)

I hh grouping is based on conscnience for the present discussion, the cases base
been grouped in different ways by other commentators I hr grounds of decision tend to
()serial) from one area to the other, and the Court has been less than dear in us reasoning
in all four areas See generalb (;(xxlman. De Facto Segregation A Conimunona/ and
Empirical Analisis, 60 CALIF I. REV 275 (1972) thereinafter cited a.s IA Facto
Segregathm]. "'team,: the likw, supra note 130

"1351 S 12 (195b

9 I.;
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of murder had to bear the cost of transcripts necessary to prepare these
documents.'" There is no question thai the procedure was formally
equal; the state required the same "input" from all defendants seeking
review. But the Court found equality in this sense insufficient and looked
directly to the relative capacity of different individuals to benefit in fact
from the opportunity offered by the government. It declared that "[t]here
can be no equal justice where the kind of trial a man gets depends on
the amount of money he has."'" The effect of Illinois' arrangement was
to give more opportunity for an appeal to those who had money than
to those who were indigent, and the Court found no adequate
justification for the state to "allow"'" this distinction to result from its
procedure. In response to the argument that "by its terms" the law
applied "to rich and poor alike," Justice Black noted that "a law
nondiscriminatory on its face may be grossly discriminatory in its
operation."'

Justice Harlan in dissent asserted that 1411 that Illinois has done
is to fail to alleviate the consequences of differences in economic
circumstances that exist wholly apart from any state action."'" Justice
Frankfurter, however, focused on the "ruthless consequence, inevitably
resulting from a money hurdle erected by a State.""° From his
perspective, "Maw addresses itself to actualities. It does not face
actuality to suggest that Illinois affords every convicted person,
financially competent or not, the opportunity to take an ap,.eal, and that
it is not Illinois that is responsible for disparity in material
circumstances."""

Voting rights is the second area in which the Court has ruiLd that
"[the] equality demanded by the Fourteenth Amendment"' is an
equality in consequences. For only upon this theory could a riv;ority
of the Justices in Harper v. Virginia Board of Elections"' "conclude that
a State violates the Equal Protection Clause . . . whenever it makes the
affluence of the voter or payment of any fee an electoral standard."'
The reference was to Virginia's poll tax, which was accordingly held
unconstitutional. More recently, in a challenge to a Texas statute

"' /J at 13-15.
4/c/ at 19

Id at I?
"4 Id ar 17 nil
"/d at 34 (Harlan, 1 dissenting).

"/J at 23 (emphasis addrd)(cencurring opinion)-
" Id tinlfin has been reaffirmed several times. See. e.g Maser'.. Chicago, 404 U.S.

189 (1971).

"'Douglas s California. 372 U S 353, 358 (1963)
"'Harper s Virginia Rd 'if Elections, 383 S 663 (1966)

Id at 666.
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requiring the payment of a fee in order to enter a primary election as
a candidate, the Court unanimously"' struck down the law because "this
system falls with unequal weight on voters, as well as candidates,
according to their economic status."'

The third area in which the Supreme Court has looked to the
consequences of a state program neutrally structured and neutrally
administered is defined less by the interest involved than by the
classification resulting.' In at least two cases where the impact of a state
process has divided along racial lines, the Court has taken cognizance
of the pattern effected.'" As early as 1940, it noted that the exclusion
of blacks from jury service would be unconstitutional even if it resulted
from neutral application of the criterion of personal acquaintance with
the selectors.' More recently, in Wright v. Council of the City of
Emporia," the Court "focused upon the effectnot the purpose or
motivation"' of a school board's decision to separate the city's schools
from the county system. It should be noted, however, that the issue wa..
not whether the action constituted a violation ..)f the fourteenth
amendment, but rather whether "its effect would be to impede he
process of dismantling a dual [segregated] system."'" The use of result-
oriented analysis in gauging the effect of a program on the
implementation of a federal court order does not necessa,ilv imply that

"Justices Powell and Rehnquist took no part in the consideration or decision of the
case.

'Bullock v. Carter, 405 U.S. 134, 144 (1972).
"The Court stressed the consequential classification in Griffin and Harper also, but

primary concern appears to have been directed at the fundamental interests at stake.
Certainly impact differentiated according to ability to pay is not generally a matter for
judicial cognizance. See DevelopmentsEqual Protection, .supra note 118, at 1121.

"There may be relevant differences between a process of screening intended to be
selectivefor example, employment tests--and a process of distribution intended to treat
es eryone Identically. This stage in the argument, however, is simply a demonstration of
instances in which the Court has recognized discriminatory patternsunnecessary to the
states purposewhich have resulted unintentionally from government activities because
certain individuals' pre-existing deficiencies prevented them from derising as much value
from the governmental program or opportunity as others derived It is thus unnecessary
here to distinguish between cases of intentional screening for nonracial, noncultural
purposes and cases of intended uniform distribution.

"'Smith s. Texas, 311 U.S. 128, 132 (1940). There was a strong suggestion, however,
that intentional discnnimation was the cause of the exclusion. Moreover, later decisions
suggest that a discriminatory effect alone is not ground for ins alidating juror selection
processes if the criteria utilized are legitimate. See Swain v. Alabama, 380 U.S. 202 (1965);
Akins v Texas, 325 U S. 398 (1945). But even in cases in which this s tew has been implied.
the Court has recognized the unequal effect without any additional showing and required
the state to justify it. See Hill v. Texas, 316 U.S. 400 (1942).

'407 U.S 451 (1972).
"'Id at 462
'"Id. at 470

27
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the Court would take this approach in determining the existence of a
constitutional violation.'"

One must, therefore, turn to lower federal court decisions for a
demonstration of the extent to which the consequential theory of equal
protection has been applied in cases where structurally neutral state
activity has effected racially discriminatory consequences. In Chance v.
Board of Examiners," a cLse in which the use of certain employment
examinations was challenged, the Second Circuit noted that
Icioncededly, this case does not involve intentionally discriminatory
legislation, or even a neutral legislative scheme applied in an
intentionally discriminatory manner.""3 "Nonetheless," the court
continued, "we do not believe that the protection afforded racial
minorities by the fourteenth amendment is exhausted by those two
possibilities. . . . [Title Board's examinations have a significant and
substantial discriminatory impact on black and Puerto Rican applicants.
That harsh racial impact, even if unintended, amounts to an invidious
de facto classification . . . ."'" Other cases have recognized the racially
divided consequences of a government housing program,'" intelligence
and aptitude tests for school children,'" and qualifying examinations for
jury service.'"

The lower federal court opinion most directly relevant to a bilingual
claim was written in a District of Columbia desegregation case, Hobson
v. Hansen." After finding that the city schools' track system resulted
in groupings correlating with income and race,'" the district court stated:

The evidence shows that the method by which track
assignments are made depends essentially on standardized
aptitude tests which, although given on a system-wide
basis, are completely inappropriate for use with a large
segment of the student body. Because these tests are
standardized primarily on and are relevant to a white

"'Application of consequential analysts in the former case is more manageable because
impeding implementation of a court order is easier to detect than a denial of equal
protection.

'458 I' 2d 1167 (2d Cir. 1972).
"'Id at 1175 (citations omitted).
"'Id For a similar ruling in another employment examination case, see Castro v

Beecher, 459 F.2d 725 (1st Cir. 1972). Sec also Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F.2d 315 (Mth
Cir 1971).

"'Norwalk CORR v. Norwalk Redevelopment Agency, 395 F 2d 920 (2d Cir. 1--,A).
"'Larry P. v. Riles, 343 F Supp. 1306 (N.D Cal. 1972).
"'Carina:al v Craven, 457 F.2d 582 (9th Cir. 1971), cert. denied 409 U.S. 929 (1972).
"4269 F. Supp. 401 (D.D.C. 1967), all'd tub norn. Smuck V. Hobson, 408 F.2d 175

(D.C. Cir 1969).

"4269 F. Supp. at 513.
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middle class group of students, they produce inaccurate
and misleading test scores when given to lower class and
Negro students. As a result, rather than being classified
according to ability to learn, these students are in reality
being classified according to their socio-economic or racial
status, ormore preciselyaccording to environmental
and psychological factors which have nothing to do with
innate ability."

By invalidating this use of the tests, the court required the school system
to take account of the different backgrounds pupils bring to the starting
line of public education.

A fourth kind of case in which the Supreme Court has required a
state to recognize and remedy the non-neutral consequences of a law
neutral by its terms and motivation involves interference with the
exercise of a religion." la Wisconsin v. Yodel" Amish parents
challenged a state law requiring children to attend school until they
reached the age of sixteen. They argued that meeting this requirement
would destroy their culture, and that the forced change in their life style
would interfere with the practice of their religion."3 The Court agreed,
noting that

this case [cannot] be disposed of on the grounds that
Wisconsin's requirement for school attendance to age 16
applies uniformly to all citizens of the State and does not,
on its face, discriminate against religions or a particular
religion, or that it is motivated by legitimate secular
concerns. A regulation neutral on its face may, in its
application, nonetheless offend the constitutio :al
requirement for governmental neutrality . .

The parents relied solely on the first amendment, but under the
"consequential" analysis underlying the case, the result could have been
reached on equal protection grounds as well.'"

"'/d. at 514 (emphasis added)
"'These cases might simply be grouped with those in which the Court did indeed focus

on an unconstitutional effect of state action undertaken with a constitute mal design, but
in which the Court's objection was interference with a constitutional concern other aim,
equal protection. See New York Times Co. v. Sullivan. 376 U.S. 254 (1964) (first
amendment), Gornillion v Lightfoot, 364 U.S. 339 (1960) (fifteenth amendment).
However, the religion decisions present a particularly clear example of the dangers of
treating unlike individuals "equally" in all government programs.

'406 U S 205 (1972)
"'Id at 208-11.
1"/(/ at 220
"4 Yoder is not the first such case Ste West Virginia State ad of 14144: v Barnette.

319 U S 624 (1943) (compulsory flag salute)

2a
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3. Equality of Consequences and the Claim for Bilingual Education

The discriminatory consequences of unilingual education in certain
bilingual communities have been amply demonstrated.'" What remains
to be established is that equality of consequences is required in this
context, either because of the type of governmental activity involved or
because of the nature of the resulting classification. Caution in reaching
such a conclusion is called for, because a government could not operate
if it could not regard citizens as identical for the purposes of most
programs. And courts must be wary of extending themselves into areas
requiring them to formulate standards of actual equality."'

By analogy to the four areas defined above, however, a program of
vnilingual education should be tested within the conceptual framework
of consequential equality. The first two areascriminal procedure and
voting rightsinvolve interrelationships between the citizen and the
state essential to individual liberty. Allowing the state to assume that
its citizens are uniformly able to participate in these relations would
contradict society's broad commitment to the liberty of the individual.
There is a similar contradiction when children are compelled to attend
an institution for the purpose of acquiring the skills necessary to function
effectively under the societal rules prescribed by the state, and are
nevertheless treated by the state as equally receptive to that instruction
despite the fact that they are not. Many of the reasons for requiring
recognition of consequences in the third area, too, are present in the
context of unilingual education. It is true that the impact of the system
falls harshly along lines of national origin rather than of race, and the
impetus for according special judicial attention to programs affecting
blacks and whites differently may be traced to the origins of the
fourteenth amendment." But the broader rationale is that politically and
economically weak minority groups in general may logically depend
more on the judicial than on the representative branch of government.'"
Further similarities, as noted in the leading Note on the subject, are that
both race and lineage are unalterable' and that distinctions
along both lines are "usually .. . perceived as a stigma of inferiority and
a badge of opprobrium."' Most significantly, this view accords with
established legal doctrine, for two of the cases noted in this area involved

'"Sce pp 54 5h supra
'For a con,ideration of the Him-% underlying adherence to the numerical theory

of equality, %et Ortehipmeurs--Equal Proutium. supra note l IK, at 1165 66
Set' Id at 106,4

'Id at 1125 2h
''Id at 1126 27
'"141 at 1127

3
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discriminatory impact on Puerto Ricans.'" The religious element in the
fourth area is missing here, but the concern in Yoder over the unequal
impact of law on a deeply rooted culture is present."'

One additional themecommon to most of these cases but not
universal'"deserves special attention, for it may ultimately be the
Court's touchstone for recognition of consequential impact. This nearly
common denominator is the presence of a consequence that is not merely
discriminatory but totally exclusionary. In Griffin, for example, the
indigent defendant did not simply receive less benefit from the provision
for appeal than would one with the money to afford a transcripthe
received no benefit at all.'" This factor may operate independently of,
or in conjunction with, one or both of the criteria discussed abovethe
nature of the interest involved and the character of the discrimination
effected. It is, in any event, arguably present in the situations giving rise
to a claim for bilingual education."'

Some of these suggested determinants of when consequential
inequality should be recognized are similar to the factors considered in
determining the appropriate standards for scrutiny of discriminatory
laws. The reasoning pursued to arrive at these considerations resembles
that undertaken to decide if a "fundamental interest" is being infringed
by the distinctions drawn, or whether the classification is "suspect."'"
But the factors weighed for the purpose of setting standards of review
are not necessarily the same as those relevant to deciding the preliminary
question of what theory of equality to employ. Indeed, there is good
cause to argue that the court should allow a wider variety of
considerations to trigger recognition of consequential inequality than it
allows to call forth strict scrutiny. The former judgment simply decides
whether or not there is any judicially cognizable discrimination at all.
If the court concludes that neither the interests involved nor the resulting
pattern of consequences requires abandoning the convenience of formal
equality, then the analysis would cease at that point. If it decides that
the discriminatory impact calls for recognition, the decision still leaves
open the question of what burden of justification the state will bear.'"

"'See Chance s Roard of Fiaminers, 4514 F 2d 11(7 (2d Cir 1972). Norwalk (ORE
s Norwalk Redevelopment Agtncy. 195 F 2d 920 (2d Or 1%8) The precise basis of
discrimination in a bilingual case is language abi:ity rather than national origin. but this
fact dons not alley the analysis See p X4 mfr.!

'"An English-only school system in a linguistically disided community implicitly
denigrates the nonk.nglish %pealing 4. hittf language And cultural background See pp
ii in %off,.

'Ser p an mlia
"See pp '4 75 supra
''Soe p K i infr:t

Cer pp a 1 )17 tuff.,
..*See pp al X l infra

3 I
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It is true that inequality in the consequences of an educational
program may result from inequalities in housing, clothing, and nutrition
as well as language ability. But these other deficiencies are not ethnically-
linked, they are unrelated to the structure of an educational program,
and they do not result in a total denial of educational opportunity. The
classroom cannot compelsate for a lack of receptivity and motivation
that stems from the many sources of social and economic deprivation
in society, but courses of instruction can be so designed that children
can choose whether or not to apply themselves. Teaching only in
English, without special instruction for non-English speaking children,
denies them any opportudity to make this choice.

It should also be noted that the consequential inequality supporting
a claim for bilingual education differs from that in dc facto segregation
in at least two ways. First, there is no question that the pattern effected
by English-only schools is in fact unequal. Whether all-black schools,
on the other hand, are inherently unequal is highly debatable.'" More
fundamentally, even if the discriminatory pattern in de facto segregation
is detrimental, this effect may not stem from the government's failure
to account for individual deficiencies but from societal attitudes to which
the government lends no support.

The first stage in the equal protection argument for bilingual
education may he restated as follows: consequential inequality is rooted
in a coherent theory which has been recognized by the courts in special
circumstances, and similar, narrowly definable conditions exist in the
case of unilingual education in a linguistically divided community.
Establishing this much, however, only carries the claim to the threshold
of traditional equal protection analysis: determining and applying the
appropriate standard of review.

B. Standards of Review and Their Applathin

.1. Restrained Rolm

Normally, judicial scrutiny of a classificatory wheme begins with
a determination of the state's purpose for the classification, :ind proceeds
to consider the relationship between the purpose and the line of
discrimination.'" The traditional doctrine of judicial restraint suggests
upholding a formally neutral program, even though it has a

discriminators impact. if there is no discriminators intent and there is

1egNS.111011. 11p/3 note III. 31 .107 -10

Drclopmenft 14031 Proi4viron, supra note 114. at 107n Of i:otime
determination of pisrpout. itself a :1Intple% IN..IA.14in of this problem hclond
the .tope of an. Atticle Cry ni at IU xt

0 4)
t) *.4
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a rational relationship between the resultapart from the discriminatory
by-productand the purpose of the activity. Thus in the Second Circuit
employment examination case noted above,'" the court asserted that
"the proposition to be proved was only that the Board's examinations
were job-related."' The courts' readiness to engage in their own search
for plausible legislative purposes rationally related to a law's effect has
varied." But in cases where they have recognized consequential
inequality and adopted a restrained standard of review, they have
required the government to articulate and demonstrate a rational
relationship to purpose.'

In a bilingual case, the state would probably assert that current
means of instruction are related to the needs of most children and that
resources would have to be diverted from other purposes in order to
develop a bilingual teaching capacity. This justification may be defeated,
however, if it could be shown that a substantial percentage of pupils are
not benefitting from their courses, and that federal funds available
specifically for the needed changes would be adequate without the
transfer of resources from other parts of the school system."

The state might also take a different tack and argue that unilingual
education is preferable for reasons of educational policy. It could point
out the successful assimilation of prior generations of non-English
speaking children through unilingual public schools. Overwhelming
evidence, however, indicates that absorption of the culture and dominant
language of this country proceeds in spite of, rather than because of,

"'Chance s Hoard of Examiners. 458 F 2d 1167 (2d Ctr 1972). discussed at p. 77
.ultra

"14514 F.2d at 1177
'See Gunther. The Supreme Court. 071 Term. Iireseord In Search of holt ing

Doctrine on a Changing Court A Model fry a l'or'ener Equal Protection. 1 6 11A KV 1.
REV I. 12 1972). ikeliipmentv- Equal Protection. supra note I Ix. at 1082-87

")Once .tikti a prima ficiecaw was made it was appropriate for the district court
to shift to the Board a heasy hurden of justifying its contested culminations by at least
demonstrating that they were johrelatcd First. %me the Hoard is specificall) charged with
the responsibility of designing the examinations, it certain!) is in the better position to
demonstrate their salidit% Second. once discrimination has been found it would he
anomalous at hest If a public employer could stand hack and require racial nonfinite% to
prose that its employment tests were inadequate at a time when this (13l1(111 is demanding
that prisatc employer in the sans situation some forward and aflirmalivel) demonstrate
the saridtts of such is Chance s Hoard of 1.%aminers. 4 1. 2d 110, 117h (2d (fir

1971! (citations omitted) In Castro s Beecher, ;S9 1. 2f1 725 (1.t (u- 1972), Judge Coffin

stated the requirement as follows "The puhlte employer must demonstrate that the
(of s. :Loon' is in fact substantial!) related to tot) performance" IJ at 712 Other

AC in this group twist also adopted a standard of rotes% between relaxed and strict
urunn ccCarrnikal s rasen. 457 1. 2d iX2 (9th 1471), ,.rt dented. 409 1: S 929

11912. 1 an) P s Riles. 141 1 Supn 11(141 t Si I) Cal 1972)

Sec p h2 .upla
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unilingual schooling.'' If the court requires a genuine justification for
the school programs in question, it may thus find a violation of the equal
protection clause even upon a restrained review of an allEnglish system.

2. Active Review

In cases of discrimination involving a suspect classification or a
fundamental interest, the courts have placed a heavier burden of
justification on the government, requiring it to show that a "compelling
state interest" is at stake.'" In such instances, a merely rational
relationship between purpose and classification has been insufficient to
uphold the measure in question, and decision has been based on a
balancing of societal benefit against individual harm's'

As noted in Chance," however it would be improper automatically
to apply this approach to cases involving unintentional discrimination. "'
Much government action affects disadvantaged groups differently than
it affects other classes of citizens, and strict scrutiny could notas a
practical matter--be applied to all the cases of such differential results."
Moreover, discrimination is less offensive when it is not intended by the
state. But in cases of consequential inequality along suspect lines and
related to a fundamental interest, strict scrutiny should be the rule."'
The question, then, .3 whether there is a suspect classification and a
fundamental interest involved in a claim for bilingual education.

The most recent Supreme Court pronouncement on both elements
in the context of public education is San Antonio Independent School
District v. Rodfiguez.'"At issue was a system of school financing which
yielded a smaller sum per student in some school districts than in others,
depending on the yield of property taxes." The Court declined to review
the system with strict scrutiny because it found neither a suspect
classification' nor a fundamental interest' involved. By applying the

"'See pp 56 S7 supra
"'Sec eg, Shapiro v. Thompson. 194 it S. 618, 634 (1%9).
"'Set. Note, F. Prowl/on and the Indigent Defendant. Gnflin and Its Progeny,

16 STAN t.. REV 394 (1964) Rut see Mayer v. Chicago. 404 U S 189, 196 (1971)
( -Griffin does not represent a balance between the needs of the accused and the interests
of society")

'08 I' 2d 1167 (2d Cir. 1972).
"'Id. at 1177

1)andndge v Williams. 397 U S 471 (1970)
"This view is supported by the Court's approach in the indigent defendant and voting

rights eases discussed abase at pp 74-73.
"1411 U S 1 (1973)
"'Id at 6-17.
"Id at 18-28
"'Id at 29-19
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Court's analysis to the consequential inequality involved in a unilingual
school system, it can be shown that active review is appropriate here
because both factors are present.

Concerning the suspect classification doctrine, Justice Powell stated
for the majority that

(title system of alleged discrimination and the cl:Ass it
defines have none of the traditional indicia of suspectness:
the class is not saddled with such disabilities, or subjected
to such a history of purposeful unequal treatment, or
relegated to such a position of political powerlessness as
to command extraordinary protection from the
majoritarian political process.'"

He even found it difficult to define the class." The group disadvantaged
by an English-only educational program, on the other hand, is clear. It
consists.of children of certain national origins who have never learned
English. Such a class in the Southwest or the ghettos of a large city does
carry the indicia of suspectness articulated by Justice Powell and derived
from prior case law.'"

It may be argued, however, that because the class is not defined by
national origin alone but ratherto he more preciseby language
ability, these precedents do not apply. Admittedly, language skills,
unlike national origin and race, can be altered, and a class defined by
its spoken tongue is therefore not indelibly tagged. However, such a class
may still bear the indicia of suspectness delineated in Rodriguez. And
more broadly, the interrelationship between national origin and language
in some regions is so close that separation is meaningless in practice.'"

Id at 28.
'"Id
'"Chincie. and JapatieseAmenca)s have long been recogruied a. racial minoritio

deserving protection under the due process and equal protection clauses Fit ..takahashi
Fiah & (lame Cortint'n, 114 U S 410 (1948). Vick Wo a Hopkins. 118 U S 156 (1886)

Discrimination agsmat Puerto Ricans in unemployment insurance was found to aiolate
equal protection in (ialaan ',came. 145 Supp 67 (S D N Y 1972) And Puerto Ricans
a. well as MexicanArtierk.ans have recessed judicial recognition as ethnic minorities both
for purpose, of equal educational opportunity. cg, Owen). Corpus Chrtati Indep
School Diat . 467 F 2d 142 (5th Ca 1972), err dented. 91 S 1052 (197.1). Alvarado

Its !tief) School Dist . 445 F 2d 1011 (5th (ir 1971), United States a 1 max. 142

I Stipp 24 (I. I) I es 1471), gni, 466 1. 2d 518 (5th ('ir 1972), and for purpows of jury

,election. ex. Hematitic/ a feu.. 147 1' S 475 (1954) (holding that persons of Mexican
descent unwanted a distinct c13%% 10 which the equal protection guaranty was applicable)
Rut are I tonna r Henry. 4z. F R D 274 (D N M 1969). appeal disarmed. 3914 L' S 922
(1971) (district court held. In part. that c!a. s of "Mexican Americans" undefinable and
therefore unsuitable for class action) A long tradition of governmental relations alto gives
"official" minority .taro. to American Indians Sec Rosenfelt. Wpm note 11

Hobson a Hansen. 269 Supp 44)1 ID I) C 1967). atrd arda nom Smack
Ilohmm 4Og F 2d 175 ID C ir 1969) "Defendants have nut. and indeed could not have.
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With respect to fundamental interests, Rodriguez held that
education itself does not fall within this rubric because it is not "explicitly
or implicitly guaranteed by the Constitution."" The Court did, however,
take note of the argument that there is a nexus between education and
effective exercise of the fundamental interests in free speech and the
franchise" Justice Powell disposed of the contention by ruling that

[w]hatever merit appellees' argument might have if a
State's financing system occasioned an absolute denial of
educational opportunities to any of its children, that
argument provides no basis for finding an interference with
fundamental rights where only relative differences in
spending levels are involved and whereas is true in the
pr !sent caseno charge fairly could be made that the
system fails to provide each child with an opportunity to
acquire the basic minimal skills necessary for the
enjoyment of the rights of speech and of full participation
in the political process.'

Instruction in a language which children cannot understand must, at the
very least, approach the absolute denial referred to in Rodriguez. The
reports and studies discussed above show that non-English speaking
children have little if anything to show for the years they spend in
Englishonly schools! Even if these children acquire some minimal
quantum of knowledge and skills, the enduring negative attitudes
fostered under these circumstances may reduce the sum total of what
the school imparts to zero, or even worse than nothing.

To some extent this line of reasoning is pure speculation because
Justice Powell did not elaborate upon his use of the phrase "absolute

denied that the pattan of grouping correlate, remarkably with n student.% status, although
defendant% would base it that the equation i% to he stated in term% of income, not race
I firs eNet, as disclissed elves% here, to focus solely on economic% is to usersimplify the matter
in the District of Columbia where so many of the poor are in fact the Newts Id. at
5i 1 I he court then stated that race cannot "be ruled out 1J

s'411 S at 13-14.
*4 hi :11 15 -1ts

"'Id at 114
'See pp 54 55 lupra
"Ack-.s to education offered by the public schools is completely foreclosed to these

children who cannot comprehend any of it 1 hey are functionally deaf and mute

language harrier insulates the children from their classmates as
eliclisely as any physical bulwarks Indeed. these children i: more isolmed from equal
educational opportunity than were those physically witrettil . blacks in lirosen. these
,Iiildren cannot Lortimunicate At all with their ...senates or the', teachers s

`tchnls. 441 I. 2d 505, 505 oh Nth ('ir 1471) tIlutstedler, 1 , dissenting from denial of
rehearing en h.111

t
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denial of educational opportunities." At one extreme, it may he asserted
that there is no such denial as long as the state does not take steps to
prevent children from learning English. On the other hand, it could he

argued that a showing of the egregious statistics on underachievement,
overageness, and dropout rates demonstrates total "failure" of the
educational system, and hence absolute "denial" because no other formal
educational opportunities are realistically available!" Some indication
of Justice Powell's meaning may be drawn from his use of the phrase
"absolute depr,ivation" as the standard for determining when
discrimination according to wealth Triggers strict scrutiny:

The individuals, or groups . . . who constituted the class
discriminated against in our prior cases shared two
distinguishing characteristics: because of their impecunity
they were completely unable to pay for some desired
benefit, and as a consequence, they sustained an absolute
benefit!"

Examination of prior cases concerning access to appellate review for
indigent defendants reveals that denial of the opportunity to appeal was
"absolute" only in the mildest sense of the word. Thus where a system
was held to discriminate unconstitutionally on account of wealth because
it left appointment of counsel to represent an indigent defendant within
the discretion of the appellate court, a dissenting opinion pointed out
that the procedure "denies to no one the right to appeal."" it merely
made the quality of the appeal dependent upon the ability to hire an
attorney in cases where the appellate court declined to appoint one!"
If this arrangement constitutes such an absolute denial of opportunity
that it reduces the right of appeal "to a meaningless ritual,"' surely the
educational opportunity for a non-English speaking child in an English-
only school must qualify for the same characterization.

Thus on the ground of its effective classification along ethnic lines
and absolute denial of opportunities requisite to the exercise of
fundamental interests, the discriminatory impact of an Englishonly

wPrisate schools are unlikely to be an alternative for children tAnnitis from low
income homes

A1411 S at 20
"'Douglas s California, 172 t: S 14,, 161 IIvbti
'«Other indigent defendant vases similarly emphasire equality in the elM.issenc, of

the appeal .S Mayer s Chivago, 404 U S 159 119711, [)rapers Washington, 172 U S

457 I I961). Lskridge s Washington Prison fid . 1437 U 1 214 119i5i In these cases the
quality of the appeal ss as dependent upon the defendants' ability to pay for a trial transcript

if the appellate court refund to supply one
"'Douglas s (ma. ;72 U 1 141, iiR 1190)
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educational system should be subject to active judicial reviewand
hence a balancing of individual and state interests. Under the rational
relationship test, a court might not inquire into the monetary and policy
justifications which the state would assert in support of an English-only
school system. But under active review it would inquire into the validity
of these assertions and require more substantial state interests to
outweigh the harsh consequences suffered by non-English speaking
children. Even if the imbalance might be tolerated on a short-term basis,
it is not likely to be upheld where the inequality is maintained for years."'
And when the end result of the system is to place those discriminated
against at a disadvantage for the remainder of their lives, the court will
be hard pressed to sustain the state's position. If it nonetheless concludes
that such a school system does not deny equal protection of the law, it
may yet find a deprivation of liberty without due process.'

V. FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS: DUE PROCESS

As in the equal protection analysis, there are two stages in applying
the due process clause to the problem of unilingual schools in
linguistically divided communities. The first involves establishing an
infringement of liberty, and the second entails a consideration of what
consequences flow from such a showing.

A. Deprivations of Liberty

Two due process liberties are denied by educational systems which
compel a student to attend classes and yet fail to provide him with the
linguistic skills necessary to benefit from the instruction: the intangible
liberty to acquire useful knowledge, and the tangible liberty from
physical confinement. Such infrinc'ements can he justified only by the
showing of a substantial legitimate state interest in continuing them, and
such a demonstration is unlikely in view of the uniformly detrimental
effects of English-only programs.

I. Liberty to Acquire llsefill Knowledge

The first of these libertiesthe right to learnhas long been
recognized. In 1923, the Supreme Court held in Meyer r. Nebraskan'

"'See DeseloptnentsEqual Protection. supra note 118. at 1104
'Only the equal protection and statutory issues are before the Supreme Court in Lau

s Nichols. CIO No C.70, 627 1.1111 (N 1) Cal Ma) 26, 1970, aird. 481 F 2d 791 (9th
Cir rehearing en 1%tns dented. 481 F 2d 805, s vrt granted 91 S Ct 278() (1971
I herefore. esen an adserse decision %ill not preclude future bilingual claims based on other
clauses of the Federal Constitution

"1262 1' S 190 (1921

:38
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that a state law prohibiting the teaching of modern foreign languages
to children below the eighth grade in public or private schools violated
the fourteenth amendment. The Court stated the following:

While this Court has not attempted to define with
exactness the liberty thus guaranteed [by the due process
clause], the term [liberty's] has received much
consideration, and some of the included things have been
definitely stated. Without doubt, it denotes not merely
freedom from bodily restraint, but also the right of the
individual to contract, to engage in any of the common
occupations of life, to acquire useful knowledge . . . and
generally, to enjoy those privileges long recognized at
common law as essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness
by free men.'"

But while courts have recognized that education ranks among the
most important functions of government,'" the holdings fall short of
providing a right to be educated by the state.'" Meyer construed due
process liberty to encompass the liberty to acquire knowledge, but it did
not rule that the states had to provide the wherewithal.

No such broad holding is necessary, however, to support a due
process right to bilingual education; Meyer v. Nebraska is sufficient. For
where no such special instruction is provided, but the student is

nonetheless compelled to attend classes, the state has not only failed to
educate him. It has also prevented him from using that time "to acquire
useful knowledge" elsewhere. In the typical situation, private formal
schooling is not the foregone opportunity, for it is not an available
option. However, the opportunity for informal education at home, at
work, or in the neighborhood is curtailed by compulsory school
attendance.

2. Freedom from lysical Restraint

A unilingual educational system also deprives students whose
presence in school is compulsory of freedom from physical confinement.

"'Id at 399-400 (emphasis added).
'See. e.g. San Antonio Indep. School Dist. v. Rodrigues, 411 U.S. 1, 30 (1973),

Wssconsin s Yoder. 406 U S 205, 213 (1972).
"'Despite s.-mie strong dicta in lower federal court decolor.favonng entitlements

to education- -and despite an increased reliance upon due process doctnne in school
litigation, we are far from an outright constitutional entitlement to education In the say
recent Rodngsset opinion the Court not only refused to label education a fundamental
interest. but messed the question of whether an absolute denial of educational
opponunities" would be constitutionally impermissible 411 U S at 37

3 9
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It is clear that a state's interest in educating its citizens is sufficient
justification for compelling children to attend school."' But when the
education justifying compulsory attendance is not provided, school is
simply reduced to confinement. Individuals are required to remain in
an enclosed place for substantial lengths of time over a period of years,
and they may be bodily restrained from leaving without permission. The
confinement is not only real but also debilitating. Liberal and radical
critics of American education have argued that today's school experience
bears a grim resemblance to punitive imprisonment."' And if that is true
for white, middle-class English-speaking children, it is true a fortiori
for children facing a frustrating and humiliating language barrier.

Similar "physical liberty" arguments have been made on behalf of
mentally ill individuals confined in hospitals and unruly juveniles placed
in reformatories, both of which groups have sought judicial assistance
to obtain either release or the care and treatment which would justify
their confinement. One federal court has recognized that a person
involuntarily committed to a mental hospital has a constitutional due
process right to treatment. In Wyatt v. Stickney,m the plaintiffs brought
a class action against state officials involved in the administration of an
institution for voluntarily and involuntarily confined mental patients. It
appeared that the hospital budget had been cut and that programs of
treatment were inadequate. The court held that the involuntary inmates

unquestionably have a constitutional right to receive such
individual treatment as will give each of them a realistic
opportunity to be cured or to improve his or her mental
condition. Adequate and effective treatment is

"State supreme courts have uniformly upheld statutes compelling whorl attendance,
cg . State s Bailey. 157 Ind 124, 61 N E 730(1901), and the United States Supreme Court
has indicated It considers such laws constitutional Wisconsin v Yoder, 406 U S. 205, 213
(1972). Pierce v Society of Sisters, 2614 U S 510. 534 (1924) Both of these supreme Court
cases. however. placed limitations on the power of the state to compel attendance.

cg. I Bitch. DSCHOOLING SOCIETY (1971). C Silberman. CRISIS IN
1 HI SCIB X )1.1t( X)M ( 1971). Gums. litwarch a Pohtscal economy of Education A
Radical Crusque of Ilan Mich% DISC1100LING SOCIETY. 42 HARV El) REV. 70
(1972)

"'Wyatt v Stickncy, 325 F Supp 7tU Cm 1) Mal. further order.. 334 E Supp 1341
119711. 144 1 Supp 371, 144 I Supp 187 (1972). appeal do sietcd tub nom Wyatt v
Aderholt. No 72 2634. 5th Cu . Aug 1972 Contra. New York Ass'n for Retarded
Children s Roskefeller. 157 F Supp 752 IF. 1) N Y 1973) (mem ). Burnham s
Department of Pub Health, 149 F Supp 1335 (N (;a 1972). appeal dcketed. No
72 1110. 5th , Aug I. 1972 For a note on the subject. scc Kb HAW/ L REV I2K2
11971)

1 he argument accepted in 14:watt had teen .uh.inced for )cars but noel decided See
Humphrey s Cady, 405 S 5, 514 11972), Rouse s Cameron, 171E 2d 451, 451(1)C
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constitutionally required because, absent treatment, the
hospital is transformed "into a penitentiary where one
could be held indefinitely for no convicted offense.""'

Wyatt is being appealed, and other courts have rejected its rationale"
But if Wyatt is correct, it is logical to substitute "education" for the word
"treatment" in the language quoted. Adequate education is as important
for preventing the transformation of schools into penitentiaries as
adequate treatment is in mental hospitals.

Two recent cases have found that juveniles detained on non-
criminal grounds in state institutions have a similar right to treatment."'
Martarella v. Kelly" involved a challenge to New York's detention of
"Persons In Need of Supervision" (PINS)a class of juveniles who were
neither delinquent nor "neglected," but rather confined for such
problems as uncontrollable behavior and truancy. The court canvassed
recent Supreme Court cases that "indicated markedly increased
solicitude for the rights of children,""/ and held that "[w]here the state,
as parens pataae, imposes such detention, it can meet the Constitution's
requirement of due process and prohibition of cruel and unusual
punishment if, and only if, it furnishes adequate treatment to the
detainee.' Similarly, Inmates of Boys' Training School v. A177eces
granted injunctive relief agains: certain practices of a juvenile corrections
institution and ordered an increase in remedial services. The court stated:
"Rehabilitation, then, is the interest which the state has defined as being
the purpose of confinement of juveniles. . . Thus, due process in the
juvenile justice system requires that the post-adjudicative stage of
institutionalization further this goal of rehabilitation."'

Cir 1966): Ragsdale v. Overholser, 281 F.2d 943, 950 (D.C. Cir. 1960) (Fahy,
concurring).

"325 F. Supp. at 784 (citations omitted), quoting Ragsdale v. Overholser, 281 F.2d
943. 950 (D.C. Cir. 1960) (Fahy, J., concurring).

"See note 218 writ.
"These decisions were foreshadowed by statements in several xior eases. See. e.g..

In reGault. 387 U.S. I, 22 n.30 (1967); !livid v. United States, 404 F.2d 1275, 1280 (D.C.
Cir. 1968); Creek v. Stone, 3-9 F.2d 106 (D.C. Cir. 1967); Clayton v. Stone, 358 F.2d 548
(I) C. Cir. 1966) (separate opinion of Bazelon, C.1.); Elmore v. Stone, 355 F.2d MI (D.C.
Cir. 1966) (separate opinion of liazelon, C.J.); Sas v. Maryland, 334 F.2d 506, 517 (4th
Cir 1964), c'ert dismtsved imprmidently granted. Murel v. Baltimore City Crim Ct ,
407 U S. 355 (1972); Kautter v. Reid, 183 F. Supp. 352. 354-55 (I) D.0 1960); White
s Reid, 125 F Supp 647, 650 (D.D.C. 1954); f Jones v Wittenberg, 323 F. Supp. 93,
100 (N D. Ohio 197h.

"349 F. Supp. 575 (S.D.N.Y. 1972)
2" Id. at 599, citing In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358 (1970); In reGault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967);

Kent v United States, 383 U.S. 541 (1966).
"349 F. Supp. at 585
"346 F. Supp. 1354 (D R I 1972).

'Id. at 1364 In discussing the institutions' educational offerings, the court noted that
"there is a bitterly cruel irony in removing a boy from his parents because he is truant

41
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Children in --.1.nols are deprived of physical liberty in much the
same way that met i patients and unruly juveniles are confined in other
institutions. It is true that their confinement is of less sustained and more
defined duration, but due process should still demand that they be given
the education which justifies their compelled attendance. To paraphrase
Wyatt v. Stiekney, "[t]o deprive any person of his or her liberty upon
the altruistic theory that the confinement is for humane [educational]
reasons and then fail to provide adequate [education] violates 'he very
fundamentals of due process."'" Non-English speaking children in
schools which do not offer bilingual education are not receiving an
education which justifies their confinement."

B. The State's Options

The cr.icluei:-.1i reached in the preceding section leaves the state two
options: provide bilingual education, or exempt non-English speaking
children from compulsory attendance laws. It may appear that the latter
alternative would be less expensive and therefore more attractive to state
legislators. But this option could be more burdensome and costly than
the former because procedural due process would require that any such
exemption from compulsory school attendance laws be implemented
through an expensive and time-consuming process of individual
hearings.

Two recent cases indicate that, before a state can exclude
handicapped children from regular classes, it must afford each child a
hearing on the propriety of the initial exclusion, and subsequent hearings
to review periodically the continued validity of the exclusion. In Mific
v. Board of Education," a federal district court enjoined the exclusion
of retarded or disturbed children from regular classes unless alternative
education was provided at public expense. The right to alternative
education was a statutory one; but due process was held to require a
hearing before the classification of a child as either retarded or disturbed,
and periodic hearings :o review that classification.' In the similar case
of Pennysh'ania Assm-iation for Retarded Children v. Pennsylvania
(PARC).1" a three-judge federal panel permanently enjoined analogous

from school. and then confining him to a small room, without exercise, where he gets no
education. Whether education IN a fundamental right or not. I find that denying
education to inmates of Annex C does not serse any permissible inter Id. at 1369

"'In the opinion the bracketed words are "therapeutic" and "treat in respectively
325 F Supp at 7n5.

1" See pp 51 57 upra
m301 F Supp 866 (I) 1) C 19721 See Nett. Retarded Children and the tan

Entin-cing the Conwitutional Rightt Ihe Menrallr Refisitied, 23 SYRACUSE I. REV
945, 996 (1972)

'348 E Supp at 875 76
1"34) F Supp 279 (El) Pa 1472) (three-judge court)
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stigmatizing classifications, pursuant to a stipulated consent agreement
including a provision for notice and hearing prior to a change in
educational status!"

The exclilion of non-English speaking children from compulsory
attendance lastd is not, of course, the full equivalent of excluding them
from regular classes. Such a distinction is a technical one at best,
however, for it overlooks the fact that children who cannot benefit from
classes are unlikely to attend voluntarily. Moreover, the PARCopinion
suggests that the primary factor which would have triggered a right to
a hearing in that case, had there not been a consent decree, was the fact

thatby using the derogatory adjective, "retarded"the state

stigmatized the excluded children.' A waiver of compulsory attendance
laws for non-English speaking children is similarly derogatory, because
each such child would be set apart as unsuitable for ordinary education.
Educators might argue that inability to speak English is neither a
permanent nor a demeaning disability; but the Supreme Court has
recently held that a hearing is required by the due process clause prior
to the application of a label which might be interpreted, however
incorrectly, as a stigma." Thus, in order to meet the requirements of
the fourteenth amendment, educators must either provide bilingual
education to non-English speaking children or exempt these children
from compulsory school attendance laws, providing individual hearings
to determine which children belong in the "non-English speaking"
category.'

VI. CONCLUSION: A READY AND ACCEPTABLE REMEDY

Reluctance to recognize a deprivation of equal protection and due
process when a state fails to structure its educational program to ensure
accessibility for different linguistic groups may stem in the end from
concern that other consequential deprivations cannot be distinguished.'
The preceding sections have attempted to sketch doctrinal parameters
which the courts could employ to prevent the gate for claims based on
social and economic disadvantages from opening too wide. The first

"'Id at 303
"'Id At 244g5
"'Wisconsin s Constantineau, 401) 1: S 431, 41n (102) tregardlzss of whether label

"excessise drinking- denotes fault or merely illness. some will interpret it as the former

mil a prior hearing therefore required)
"'the issue of what pro4:edural safeguards must he afforded at such a hearing is a

major one, but is beyond the scope of this Article See Note. Due Procett to Placement
Hearing, for the Mentalll Retarded, 41 ciE0 WASH 1. REV 1011(1471) For present
purposes it is sufficient to note that such requirements will increase the cost of this option

'See pp 3 A . xu suhra
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section revealed the peculiar severity and clarity of the injuries caused
by lack of effective language instruction for non-English speaking
children. In conclusion it should also be noted that the remedy is
unusually ready and acceptable."'

The two most important concerns that arise when formulating a
remedy in a case of this nature are entanglement in local policy decisions,
and imposition of unreasohable demands on limited financial resources.
A directive to provide bilingual instruction in order to improve language
skills is, however, a remedy easily defined and widely recommended by
experts.'" By way of comparison, it does not entail the difficult
judgments in redrawing lines for school attendance zones' or voting
districts"' or evaluating such value-laden school policies as the daily flag
salute."' With respect to financial limitation., it ha:, been held that the
state's

interest in educating the excluded children clearly must
outweigh its interest in preserving its financial resources.
If sufficient funds are not available to finance all of the
services and programs that are needed and desirable in the
system then the available funds must be expended equitably
in such a manner that no child is entirely excluded from
a publicly supported education consistent with his needs
and ability to benefit therefrom. The inadequacies of the
[school system] whether occasioned by insufficient funding
or administrative inefficiency, certainly cannot ;.le

permitted to bear more heavily on the "exceptional" or
handicapped child than on the normal child."'

The cost of providing improved language instruction, moreover, would
probably be less than the costs entailed in the far-reaching desegregation
orders of recent years.

The traditional concerns over involvement in policy judgments and
problems of financing should also be alleviated by the existence of the
HEW guidelines' and a growing body of experience with bilingual
programs. Referring to standards of court-supervised desegregation, the
Fifth Circuit has declared that "the HEW (Title VII Guidelines are

"'A full analysis of the issues involsed in remedies requinng affirmative action Is
beyond the scope of this Article The purtxne of this section is merely to demonstrate the
relatise simplicity of the remedy in a bilingual CUM For a treatment of judicial remedies
in equal protection cases generally, see 0eelopments Equal Protean'', supra note 118,
at 1111-59

"See
p 4.7 supra

"'See Sssann s CharlotteSiecklenburg lid of Educ . 402 S 1 (1971)
....Sty Baker s Carr. 369 U s 186 (1962)
"'See West Virginia State Ild of Ethic s liarnette. 119 U S 624 (1941)

Distri...i of Columbia lid of Hut: , 348 F Supp 566, 576 (1)1)C 1972)
"'See pp 62 61 valor
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belated but invaluable helps in arriving at a neutral, principled decision
consistent with the dimensions of the problem, traditional judicial
funztions, and the United States Constitution."'" Existing bilingual
projects have demonstrated that the problems of implementation can be
overcome. Affirmative recruitment and training programs have
expanded the pool of qualified bilingual teachers."' Voluntary
admissions policies respect the prerogative of parents not to enroll their
children in the bilingual classes, and the option of withdrawing children
from the programs has been made available as well.'" These
arrangements have attracted some avid Anglo participants."' Focusing
on the early primary grades, moreover, alleviates the need for an
extensive separate program in the later elementary school years."

Thought and concrete planning have been devoted to the bilingual
education movement. The judicial role would thus not be to evaluate
alternative proposals, but rather to recognize a right and a deprivation,
and require school officials to take the appropriate remedial action.
Courts should retain jurisdiction so that school authorities remain
accountable; but continuing involvement in the administration of school
affairs should not be necessary. Bilingual programs are not abstract
proposals for use in the best of all possible worlds. They are necessary
and practicable concomitants of equal educational opportunity in this
frequently inadequate world.

'United States s Jefferson County lid of Educ , 372 F.2d 816. 849 (5th Or 1966),
all'd on rehearing, 380 F.2d 385 (en hanc), cert. denied, Caddo Parish sr United Mate.
159 U S 840 (1967).

'Northern California has launched a major effort under the Bay Area Bilingual
Education League (BABEL). and numerous bilingual teachers. psychologists,
administrators, etc . are tieing trained Interview with Ohs la Martine,. June 20, 1972 See
also Note. Ho twit the Lau hi Equal Educational Opportunities 1'r Chicanos and Indians.
1 NMI. REV 115 (1971)

"V John & V Horner, HART V CHILDHOOD BILINGUA I EDUCA I ION
2S 29 (19711 See also( iaarder, leaching the Ihhngual ('hild Research. Deelopment and
Poh. in EDUCATING THE MEXICAN AMERICAN 262 ill Johnson & W
Demander ed. 1971)

le Project Report Pe lure Segregation of Chicanos in Ina Schools. 7 IIA RV ('IV
RIGIfTSCIV 1.111 t REV 107, 187 (19721 [hereinafter cited as Chicano Schoo/
Segiegationl, Wall St I Dec IS. 1972. at I. col I

'"One prescriptse sermon of a bilingual program is the following "The curriculum
at the elementary les cl :iuld begin with basic instruction in the child's flans e tongue for
all participating rniag sessions in language arts. social studies, math. and
science would he taug in the student's prima) language Knowledge in these areas would

he reinforced in the second language during the afternoon Music. art. and physical
education would he required integrated acti% we. frin first to sixth grade After the third
grade. classes would he increasingly integrated Subject matter would he presented in either
language. depending on which best suits the lesson plan

"1 he ultimate goal of such a program would he to equip eac h child by the ath grade.
w.:h sufficient linieuistic knowledge of both (language.] eed 'r either

Imigthsge ( 7114 .41I. x"h, s 'I egregathn, %tiff., note :4 Ai 1.01)


